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single door, whichls experience.
—Bayard Taylor.

BUSINESS BETTER

»
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■ Seems To Be

Excellent Prospect That Gulf Refining
Company May Locate Here

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

40

40;
A PUBLIC MEETING
TONIGHT

To which you are invited if you have the future wel
fare of Rockland at heart

TEMPLE HALL

City Manager Ford of Auburn Will Discuss the
City Manager Charter
Nesting called at 7 o'clock to permit do: ing In tea'on to allow at
tendance at benetit dance at the Samoset

VOTE FOR THE NEW CHARTER, SEPT. 11

Tlie most Interesting development ' the earmarks of a much more definltf
of the week ln Rockland was the sud and hopeful proposition.
The real estate ls part of the hold
den appearance here of surveyors and
ings of the Rockland and Rockport
I attorneys said to be Interested in the
Lime Corporation, which some time
J acquisition of the Five Kilns property ago dismantled this famous land
I at the Southend, which ls said to be mark as a lime-burning proposition,
! viewed by the Oulf Refining Com- but only increased Its value as a wa
, pany as an excellent location for a terfront location for some concern of
! large distributing plant.
the Gulf Refining Company's type.
8everal times in the past other
Citizens will be watching the de
1 parties have inspected the property, velopments with keen interest hoping
[but no deal was consummated. The that it will offer the silver lining to
1 present Investigation seems to have , sombre clouds.
„

HELD AT MEDOMAK CAMP

This advtrtheir.ent is sponsored by the Forty Club.
C. L. Sleeper. Jr., President

People
40 ’Young Notable

40;

WALDOBORO’S CARNIVAL
POSTPONED TO

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
PARADE AT 3.30 P. M.
FOLLOWED BY BALL GAME

FREE
STREET DANCE AND CARNIVAL
SKETCH CLUB ACTS

Of Maine Congregational Churches Had
Sessions At Poland Establishment

I The Ninth Annual Young People’s i and photography. Swimming in
I Camp, under the auspices of the Con struction was given every afternoon.
gregational Conference of Maine, has The dean of the conference was
Rev. Ray Gibbons of Westbrook.
{concluded an interesting and suc Cecil G. Pillder of the University of
cessful session. For the first time Maine was dean of men, and Mrs.
I ln Its history the beautiful Medomak Rodney W. Roundy of Portland the
Camp was chosen as the place o dean of women. Twenty-one instruc
I meeting. Thirty years ago on his tors and executives composed the
staff.
i ancestral home farm Prank E. Poland,
Evening addresses were given by
(then a schoolmaster, established a Rev. Malcolm B. Dana of Mt. Desert.
camp for boys. Prom humble begin Rev. George Gilchrest of Tilton N. H.
nings it has grown to be one of the Rev. Joel B. Hayden, headmaster ol
Western Reserve Academy.
Rev
outstanding boys' camps of the coun Meryin Deene of Norway, fellow
try. In addition to fine equipment under the Kahn Foundation, gave
| Mr. Poland has chosen a group ot movies taken during his trip around
outstanding executives, who have the world. Two plays were present
given the boys invaluable training.
ed. one “Young China ln Revolt,” writ
Among these leaders Roland S. ten by Rev. Ralph Schrader of Poo
Tapley of the Boston Symphony Or Chow, and coached by him, and the
chestra, Ross McKenney, the famous other "The Color Line." coached by
: Maine guide, and two swimming in Miss Virginia Roundy of Portland
structors remained to serve the Con On the last Sunday night the Lord's
gregational Young People's Camp,
Supper was administered at an out
j The enrollment reached a total ot door service.
exactly 150. who were mostly of High
Mr. Poland was present during the
School age. It is not strange that entire conference and rendered valu
enthusiasm ran high.
able assistance. The beauty of the
Courses were given during the surrounding country, the fine equip
morning and afternoon on Jesus' Way ment of the Camp, the capable lead
Cf Life. Personal. Home and World ership and the splendid spirit of the
Problems. World Friendship, Sunday young people, all combined to make
School Methods, as well as on drama the Camp an outstanding success.

A FRIENDSHIP DISASTER
A bad accident occurred in Friend
ship Harbor early Tuesday morning
when the engine of the lobster smack.
Conqueror, backfired and set the boat
on fire. Capt Orrin W. Burns, and
Engineer Roy Carter were both se
verely burned. and were taken to
Dr. Hodgkins' hospital ln Thom
aston.
The accident tcok place
at Stenger's wharf and after
the injured men had jumped over
board and were safe the boat was
towed out between Garrison and

On Tuesday morning of this week. Sept. 5. we
plac’d two more of our JUNE GRADUATES ln
responsible, trustworthy and well paying posi
tions. (names and details on file at our office).
Well trained, competent Office Help. Bookkeep
ers. Secretaries are ALWAYS in demand. Many
times we ate hard pressed to fill, with COM
PETENT people, the calls for good positions we
have. Now is the time to prepare yourself for a
high class, well faying position. Pail term starts
September 11th. Enroll NOW!

The appointment of tlie local con codes. It stands ready to assist outtrol board of the N.R.A. was an : ride towns, as far as possible.
nounced this morning. The members The Board has designated Monday
of each week (at 2 p. m.) as the time
are:
when meetings will be held for the
Ensign Otis, chairman and legal purpose of hearing complaints, etc.
member of the board; M. E. Wotton, The place of the meeting will be the
employer A. W. Gregory, employer: City Council Chambers.
W. W Gregory, iabor < provisional»;
SUPT. MORSE'S SCHOOLS
and W, H. Spear consumer.
This board is to handle local prob
lems. as regards tlie general code, but The schools of Owl's Head, Cush
ing. St. Oeorge and Friendship will
has no authority over industrial open
Sept. 11.

ELISE ALLEN CORNER

SCHOOL OF THE DANCE
STAGE AND BALLROOM
143 MAIN ST..
THOMASTON
TELEPHONE 134
BRANCH IN ROCKLAND WILL BE OPENED
Enrollment For Fall Term During the Week of Sept. 4th

Elise Allen Corner ls a Graduate of Marinoff School of Chicago
1925, and a certified pupil of Chalif. School of New York Has studied
Denishawn and Wayburn methods, also studied this sum
mer under the guidance of Manlloff. Kohana. Tashamira, Billy Newsome. Laser Oalpern and Carola Goya.
Pupils now enrolled will be permitted to take part in winter
recital.
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PAINT & VARNISH PRICES

BOSTON
DAILY TRIPS
6.30 A. M. and 2.00 P. M. IE. 8. T.)
S3.50 One War: S6.30 Round Trip
BE SURE YOU'RE SAFE
Ride Only in Ruses Operating
Under Railroad Standards of
Safety and Responsibility.
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros, and Hotel Rock
land

FUT-FREQUENT SCHEDULES

MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.

FROM ROCKLAND

TEL. 92

99-tf

HAVE GONE UP!

TOURA1NE 100% PURE PAINT
With analysis on the can

Outside White, per gal. $2.65. Colors, per gal. $2.50

PARKWAY MIXED PAINT
White, per gal.
$2.13. Colors, per gal.

$1.98

PURE GREEN PAINT COSTS MORE

$1.19

Excello Mixed Paint, per gallon,
Fourteen Colors To Choose From—ALso White
Four Hour Spar Varnish.

$1.98
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

Pure White Shellac, 4 lb. Cut, per gallon,
Pure Orange Shellac, 4 lb. Cut, per gallon,

$1.75
$1.55

80% White Lead, 20% Zinc Oxide, Paste White 3.35
1.10
One Gallon Linseed Oil,
4.45
You get Two Gallons Quality Paint for
40-40-20 Paste White,
One Gallon Linseed Oil,
You get Two Gallons Good Paint for

HARRY CARR

TO

BOSTON

I have a good stock on hand, bought before the ad
vance. I am in need of money to pay for same.
While it lasts, Buy at These Low Prices

Sunspar Varnish,

Long Island and beached by LaPorest
R. Burns. There were several explo
sions and the fire lasted all day. The
craft is a complete loss. About $600
in cash which was aboard was saved
The smack was getting ready to leave
for Vinalhaven to buy lobsters. Capt.
Bums and Engineer Carter were re
ported a little more comfortable
Tuesday evening
The Conqueror
was owned by J A. Young and Co. of
Boston. One of the owners, who was
at Southport was in town during the
day.

LOCAL CONTROL BOARD

ROCKLAND

BUSINESS COLLEGE

2.40
1.10
3.50
104*Thl07

Volume 88.................... Number 107

THREE CENTS A COPT

SEEK FIVE KILNS PROPERTY

••■»{

— ♦

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, September 7, 1933

Have Your Old Hat
Renewed
For
Fall

FELT HATSI
50c
PHILIPS

1 Hour 40 minutes *9.05

A.M.

PORTLAND

:gi.
S^.50

40 minute, *9.05 A. M

BANGOR

$|.oo

30 Minute, *6.15 P M.

RESERVATIONS
Phone Rockland 92 ticket agent
Rockland, Me., or any tourist or
travel bureau or hotel porter.

LOW ROUND TRIP FARE*
'Daily

Group of Stars for Camden Concert

B-M AIRWAYS. INC.

An improvement in the steamship
business, so far as it relates to the
Export Steamship Corporation, ls
noted by Lieut. Charles W. Kalloch,
a prominent official of that corpora
tion who has returned to his office in
Genoa, Italy, after a visit to his for
mer Rockland home. Lieut. Kallocn
writes thus to a member of The Cou
rier-Gazette staff:
"I may say that as lar as our dusiness is concerned, it is beginning to
( look up again. In spite of the ln1 stability of exchange rates and
the fluctuation of the dollar busi: ness is on the pick-up and buyers on
{ this side of the water are now ex
periencing a decided advantage in
purchasing American goods.
“It has been most unusual that up
to the present moment our business
from European ports to United States
has exceeded our eastbound business
by a great deal. But we believe the
| eastbound movement is only slightly
delayed, and we are looking for it to
show an increase by September.
“It appears that Italy and Prance
intend to cling to the gold standard
and one would think that this would
[ result very disastrously to them in
1 connection with the tourist traffic ot
Four of the noted artists who will apprar in third annual charity concert given In Camden Opera House, Friday which approximately 70‘i is American.
Here again we are wrong, for the
evening, under the auspices of the Camden-Rockport Lions Club
tourist business from United States to
Italy i* so far for 1933 in excess ol
CROSSING
THE
BRIDGE
the 1932 business for the same period.
Mozart
The annual charity concert of the Trio in e Major
'cello
_
,
„ ,
. .,
.
for piano, violin and
To compensate lor the loss in exCamden-Rockport Lions Club, tak-1 Allegro
Holiday Traffic Over Kennebec change which Americans suffer, Italy
Andante grazioao
ing place tomorrow evening at 8.15
Struc ture Much Larger Than 1-ast has made very drastic cuts in many
Allegro
Oomberg, Mr Oottllcb
Year
at the Camden Opera House, prom- Mr Harms. Miss Oomberg.
thlngs, such as railroad fares, hotels,
Plerne
ises to exceed in success all previous HF7^chTurr°'zephyrsiPrlf'
etc. As an example, during this sum
. Salzedo
Holiday traffic over the Carleton mer, tourists can obtain a 70% reduc
Theme and Variations
Huv'ln
efforts. Carlos Salzedo, world fa~
biidge amounted to $4,528 against
Mrs Mayhew
mous harpist, himself is directing j 'Cello—Adagio ..................................... Bach $3,179 last year, a gain of $1,348 for tion on the regular rail fares for
Apre un reve ............ ...................... Faure j the three days over the correspond - round trip tickets which will actually
the activity, and has arranged the
,
. .
, include a trip anywhere ln Italy.
Vito ............................................... Popper
{ing period.
Mr Oottlleb
piogram. a brilliant one as can be
! France hasn't gone to quite this ex
Violin—Slclllenne
Paradls-Dic kin ness in the history of the bridge was
seen below. William Harms, an in
Sevilla ............................. Albenlz-Helfetz on Sept. 3, 1928, when receipts treme, but I believe that they have
made many reductions to favor Eng
Wlenlawska-Thlbaud
structor in the piano department a:, Saltarelle ...........
amounted to $1,780 and it appeared lish and American tourists and cer
Miss Stark
the Curtis Institute of Music and Plano—Triana ........................... Albenlz that Monday’s business was on the tainly hotel rates are considerably
........................................ Prokoflefl way to equal or exceed this amount
long a student with Josef Hofmann, { March
under those of a few years ago "
Danse Ritual of Fire. Manuel de Falla
except that the rain interfered. As
Mr. Harms
heads the artists, the others being
And Lieut. Kalloch adds this per
Deux Danses .................... Claude Debussy it was t.he day's business amounted
Ethal Stark and Celia Gomberg.
sonal note:
Danse Sacree
to
$1,440
against
$1,085
for
Labor
violinists; Maryjane Mayhew, harp
"Don't suppose I will get over there
Danse Profane
ist; James Bloom, violist; and Victor for harp with accompaniment of string Day last war. an increase for the (to America) again for two years;
day
of
$354
and
only
$340
under
the
quartet
Gottlieb, cellist, with Esmeralda Mlsa Mayhew. Miss Oomberg. Miss Stark.
however, I am always there in spirit."
record.
Mayes as accompanist.
Mr Bloom. Mr Oottlleb
It should also be borne in mind,
NINE VOLUNTEERS
says the Bath Times, that since that
boom period ol 1928 commutation
tickets have been so reduced that a Furnished Blood At Knox
$20 book may now be purchased,
Hospital
For
thereby reducing single fares to
Infantile
Blueberry Crop This Season About Sixty Per Cent Of holders to 20 cents a trip against 35
Paralysis
Serum
cents and book tickets for big trucks
Normal, the Report
have been reduced from $12 to $9 and
Nine volunteers who have passed
$7.50 to $6 Under the circumstances
It would appear that business was through the trying experience of in
fantile paralysis, appeared at the
To those who have seen the long their pack with about a 50 per cent holding up to its peak In 1928.
Total receipts from the bridge for Knox Hospital clinic Tuesday to
line of blueberry-laden motor trucks crop; and Washington County pack
in Rockport, this season the state ers will conclude the present .season the first eight months of the cur- give the blood which was to be trans
ment comes surprisingly that the with approximately 60 per cent of rent year amount to $100,322.70. or formed Into serum for treatment of
season's crop in Maine this year was the normal pack, as many of the fac $5.925 60 more than for the same Infantile paralysis in the early stages.
The volunteers were Ernest Searles
only little better than half of nor- tories have not. opened at all and { period last year when they amounted
and Nell Karl of Rockland. Louis
mal. The appended clipping is from i others have packs ranging from 30 to { to $94,397.10.
Hary, Jr.. Mrs. Marcus Chandler and
Tuesday's Bangor News:
70 per cent of the five-year average
MORE ABOUT HUMMING BIRDS Louis Arau of Camden; Elno Llndell
"With many of the Maine canners i pack.
of North Cushing. Don Cameron of
of blueberries practically complete
"According to Mr Sawyer, gov- !
------Clark Island. William Burgess of
ing their 1933 pack, the crop ln ernment supervision of the blueberry
Hayward. Calif., 8ept. 1
Warren, and Roderick Montgomery
Maine is about 60 per cent normal and industry has resulted in a marked Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
the smallest in 20 years, according to improvement In the product of the You recently inquired if any of your of Cushing. Their ages ranged from
William R. Sawyer of Bucksport. Ac- Maine factories and the small crop readers ever saw the nest of a hum- 12 to 40 years.
Each of these volunteers received
cording to a signed letter sent to the {in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia ming bird. I discovered one in a
News. Mr. Sawyer states that Han have led Maine packers to antici- clin.bing rosebush a few inches from a check for $15. this remuneration
cock county packers are completing i pate a good price for the 1933 pack.' .a second story window. Attention being a delightful little surprise to
was attracted to it by seeing the birds young Hary. who had come purely
a volunteer, and with no expecta
flitting in and out by tlie window, as
tion of reward. Each person gave
otherwise it probably would not have a pint of blood, and it will Interest
been seen, as it was the color of many readers lo know that about
the birk on the bush. Tnere were half of that quantity comes back ln
tiny eggs in It. which in due time the form of serum. The testing
St. George Took Opening Game Last Night—Second ,two
hatched. We watched with much tn- and processing ls done at the Har
{terest the feeding of the fledglings, vard University laboratories, and
Game Here At 5 P. M. Today
.vs th° parent birds had such very the resulting serum will be kept at
long bills in proportion to their size, Knox Hospital to be used in the
Because of short notice and the mons in right field spoiled a threat- ^-s ^he young birds grew stronger, treatment of infantile paralysis
ihey perched on the edge of the nest. cases, before paralysis sets in.
early playing hour> Manager Allen er.ing Rockland rally in the third.
! then on near branches. Finally one
Knox Hospital was selected for the
was unable to present the full
The score;
(flew away and a few days later the clinic because of the numerous cases
,‘trength of the Rockland team at
St. George
St. Oeorge last night and the Texaab r bh tb po a e |<other followed. The nest resembled of Infantile paralysis which have
cos received a sound drubbing in the
been treated in this section. The
4 0 1 3 0 2 111a thimble ln form and size.
opening game of the post season Hopkins, 2b
4 0 1 1 2 0 0 Some of the humming birds have a doctors who conducted the clinic
series between the t.wo Twilight j Monaghan lf
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 propensity
for flitting against my were Nell A. Fogg, James C. Kent,
1
League winners. The second game Westberg,
4 2 2 2 15 0 0 ]head. What a disappointment to C. H. Jameson and James Laughlin.
will be played at Community Park A-cher, cf
4 2 1 2 2 0 9 I them if they mistook my head for a They were assisted by MLss Ellen
shortly after 5 o'clock this after M Simmons, rf 4 1 0 6 2 0 0 1huge white rose!
Daly, superintendent of Knox Hos
Nellie M. Mills
noon and the management believes
pital, and members of her staff.
4 1 1 2 2 0 11
t.hat it will tell a different story.
2 0 0 0 1 0 0
The open amateur handicap match
ONE YEAR AGO
The prize awards, which have been Middleton, p
2 1 1 1 0 1 0
for this week takes place Saturday
delayed for various reasons will
at the Augusta Country Club. With
positively be made during tonight's
16 '7 7 11 24 3 2
Prom the files of The Courier-Ga but three more of these tournaments
game, and the name of the donor
ikland
scheduled for this season there
will be announced.
ab r b’l tb PO a e zette we learn that—
Last night's game resolved itself Gay, rf
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 Eld< n Jones cooper and millwright, should be a big turnout. The dates
into a story in which the young Freeman, 3b
4 0 0 0 1 2 0 died
,
at his home on S'anley lane, of the other three are Sept. 16 at
Wilson Lake Country Club. Wilton;
island twirler. Middleton, was dis
2 0 0 0 0 5 1 :aged 72 years.
tinctly the hero. In eight innings
3 0 1 1 0 0 0 Clurence S. Beverage received his Sept. 23. Old Orchard Country Club
he fanned 14 men, making it three Fowler, lf ...
4 0 1 1 1 0 ®0 appointment
I
a? an employe of Ihe and Sept. 30, Norway Country Club.
straight in the last inning, just to Kierce, lb ...
4 0 2 2 13 0 1 ,Slate Department of Health and The season for these open amateur
handicap matches is closing at Nor
show that he meant business.
Merrill, p ...
3 0 0 0 0 2 1 Welfare,
.
with Knox, Lincoln, Waldo way.
St. George bunched all of its hits Chaples. 2b
4 1 1 2 1 4 0 and
,
Hancock
Counties
as
his
terri

in the three innings when they Flanagan, c
3 0 0 0 5 1 > 1tory.
scored. In the second inning, for
The Five Kilns were being dis YOUR FAVORITE POEM
instance there were doubles by Dav
29 1 5 6 21 14 4
idson and Middleton, topped off by St. Oeorge ........ 0 3 2 0 0 0 2 x—7 mantled.
If I had to live my life again I would
Ricker's triple; in the third inning Rockland ........ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—1 Capt. Edward Jackson died at Ten have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
Archer's double and Westberg's sin
Two-base hits, Archer. Davidson, ant's Harbor.
a week The loss of these tastes ls a loaa
Mrs. M B. Cook, formerly of of
gle; and in the seventh Inning Chaples. Three-base hit. Ricker.
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
singles by Hopkins and Westberg. Base on balls, off Middleton 4 off Friendship, died in Bridgton.
A PRAYER
Chaples' double and a passed ball Merrill 3 Struck out, by Middleton
made Rockland's solitary score pos 14. bv Merrill 4 Sacrifice hit. MonaEnjoy Capehart music with your Father, from out the turmoil and the
sible.
strife
ghan. Umpires, Barter and Stoaler. beer at Chape's Lunch at the brook.
That never know surcease.
Two nice catches by Maurice Sim- Scorer, Winslow.
'470 Main street.—adv.
We cry to thee. Lord of our troubled life,

SMALLEST IN TWENTY YEARS

THE POST SEASON SERIES

Orant us thy peace!

MAINE COLLEGE FOOTBALL

DANCE

49d7

Specialize on Chimes and French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at

HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Ro< kland

Dr. E. L. Scarlott’s
Office
is now located at

38 Summer Street
First House Above Union Street
On Left
107-108

Our air Is filled with din of angry cries.
The battle sounds Increase:
From the calm azure of thine upper
skies
Grant us thy peace!

SO. THOMASTON GRANGE IIALI.
FRIDAY EVENING, SEPT. 8
KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
For the benefit of Knox County Orono; Bates vs. Dartmouth, at HanSix Pieces
football fans who are interested ln over; Colby vs. Boston University, at Harsh

discords all thy truer music
drown:
Love’s tender breathings cease:
Upon the clamor and the grief look
down!
Orant us thy peace!

mm. the games of the Maine college tcums Boston.

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

loch, Back On the Job In
Genoa, Italy

(Daylight Time)

Taxi Service
Between Airport and business center
available if desired.

So Writes Lieut. C. W. Kal

DANCE
AT COMMUNITY HALL
SPRUCE HEAD

SAT. NIGHT, SEPT. 9
Music by RHYTHM KINGS
Dancing Starts 8.30 Standard Time
Square and Round Dances
Admission—Men 35c; Ladies 15c

62Th-tf

especially those of the State series,
Saturday, Oct 21
the following schedule Ls here given:
Maine vs. New Hampshire, at
Saturday, Sept. 30
Orono; Bowdoin vs. Williams, at
passions our compliant natures
Maine vs. Rhode Island, at Orono; Williamstown; Colby vs. Northeast Fiercesway:
Courage and faith decrease:
Colby vs. Trinity at Waterville; Bates ern, at Boston.
Harassed with doubt and fear, to thee
vs. Arnold, at Lewiston.
we pray:
Saturday Oct. 7.

Saturday, Oct, 28

Bates vs. Maine, at Lewiston; Bow
Colby vs. Tufts, at Waterville: doin vs. Colby, at Brunswick.
Bates vs Harvard, at Cambridge,
Saturday, Nov. 4
Maine vs. Yale at New Haven; Bow
Bowdoin vs. Bates, at Brunswick;
doin vs. Massachusetts State, at
Colby vs. Maine, at Waterville.
Amherst.
Saturday, Nov. 11 (Armistice Day)
Saturday, Oct. 11
Co’Jby vs. Bates, at Waterville;
Bowdoin vs. Wesleyan, at Bruns
wick; Maine vs. Lowell Textile, at Bowdoin vs. Maine, at Orono.

Orant us thy peace!
We crave that Inner quiet so desired
When outer storms Increase:
To rest on thee, for we are very tired:
Orant us thy peace!

From duty’s path, however steep, we ask
For no Ill-timed release:
Only—for strength to finish well our
task—
Orant us thy peace!
—Edward A. Church.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, September 7, 1933
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In the day of my trouble I will'call J
upon thee; for thou wilt answer me
—Psalm 86:7.

u.s.
WE DO OUR PART
UNDER THE BLUE EAGLE

In common with the newspapers of
Maine not in the daily class. The
Courier-Gazette has waited upon the
code in preparation for such papers
as combine job printing wtth pub
lishing. This has now been notified
from Washington. Under its terms
this paper announces its affiliation
with the N R A. and its purpose so to
adjust its business to the require
ments of that National measure as
shall satisfy every demand of patri
otism.

The Eagle’s Brood!

—By Talburt

i NOTICING s

This Campaign Is To Raise
$3000 By Voluntary Sub
scriptions

J *gw**V**lA* j
4,+++4>**4‘+4‘+++++‘t+**++*4"9"3-

Have any of thia paper’s
readers, gifted with the
noticing faculty, noticed—
<?> ♦
THAT this is the season of the year
when the local newspapers have their |
attention drawn to ambitious hens
who achieve fame by laying two-yolk
eggs.
<?>
THAT patrons who enjoy good
clean pictures with honest laughter
in them are glad to learn that J
Charlie Chaplin is at work upon an
other of that class for which he be
came famous.
<? <f>
THAT you have a friendly sym
pathy for that faithful citizen the'
letter carrier on his deliveries loaded
to the guards with the accumulated
mall of a double holiday.
if. $
THAT you don’t give any special
thought to those raiis in Main street
until they're filled with rain and a
passing motor car showers you with
the proceeds

♦♦

COMMUNITY CHEST

Rockland's Community Chest is en
gaged ln a canvass to raise $3000 for
the help of the Home lor Aged Wom
en and to retain here the service of
the Red Cross, which without this
immediate help must be withdrawn—
which would be a calamity, in par
ticular to the less fortunate classes of
1 the city.
The following contributions have
been received. Others may be sent
either to the Chamber of Commerce
or to this paper. Checks should be
made payable to Community Chest.
Received to date;
$25.00
Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb
Leroy Chatto ....................... — 1.00
Mr. and Mrs. H P. Blodgett... 10 00
W. 8. Rounds ........................... 5.00
Miss Addie Rogers .................. 1.00
Miss Kate Wendell .......... ....... 5 00 1
500
Mrs. W W. Gregory------------j Edna Gregory ........................... 2.00
Auxiliary Huntley-Hill Post
5.00
V F W
Carrie E Brainerd .................... 10.00
Evelyn M Hix ......................... 25.00
Dr A. W Foss ......................... 1000
Mr and Mrs. Willis Ayer ....... 10.00
1.00,
Mrs. Sadie Dennison ...............
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller..... 10.00
Central Maine Power Co......... 50 00
500
E I. Toner .............................
Miss Ellen Daly ...................... 1000
! Caroline Jameson ..................... 1000
200
F W Fuller ............................. . 5.00:
Mr and Mrs. E. P. Glover .— . lo on
Senter Crane Oo............ —.......... 25 00
Mr. and Mrs. H A Buffum..... 25 00
Mrs. Lottie Hall ........................ 2.00
Mr. and Mrs R. E. Baton .......... 10 00
Elizabeth O Messer ................. 25 0C
Mrs Lillian B Mortland ......... 10 00
fouefeijr Washington Daily Newt
Dr. II. W Frohock .................. ,500
C H. Duff ................... —............ WOO
NEXT YEAR’S PLATES
Mrs. Fred R Spear ................... 1000
Maine Registration Numbers Rc' E. O. Kenyo n.................... 5.00
wz-ii c °
j
l
George B. Wendell, Bast MllU ill Seem Odd—Colors, ton Mass.................................... 5.00
To Winners In Camden Garden Club Contest—Thomas

THAT one of the things that dis
courages the frujt tree in your back
THE NEW CITV CHARTER
yard is the boys who strip thc
Shall Rockland follow an example branches Just as you were counting
set by many municipalities, that in upon the fruit for your own use.
• •
place of the old-time form of gov
ernment, in which party politics THAT few of our people are aware
played a dominant part, have adopted of the fact that the beautiful marble
the commission-manager form. Last statue of Gen. Berry that graces
winter the subject received a thorough Achorn Cemetery was made by one
thrashing-out before the legislature. °f the country’s foremost sculptors.
♦ <$>
which enacted a law providing a new
THAT
these
times
seem to have
charter for our city, the full text of
which has been printed in this pap-?r J paased in whlch the young folks’
Wc quote an article from one of the fither wl‘h sails or oars' madc the
foremost publications of the dav. the J wilUrs °f the harbor 8 resort for
Rotary Magazine:
j exercise and enjoyment.
While the depression, the article |
♦
rays, has crowded many American' THAT the sign limiting to 15 miles
towns to the brink.of bankruptcy, the rate of speed on Broadway is a
Atchison. Kansas <population 13.000’ ) rcijc of ancient days which some moOrange and Black
has kept on a cash basis throughout. lorisU can gtul recall
J. Watson the Speaker
Friend ..................................... 100
and in the past twelve vears has cut,
.
„
... Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Howard...... 5.00
its bonded debt seventy per cent and
Seven thousand Maine automobile
Miss Annie Frye ........................ 5.00
its tax rate thirty-five per cent. The
THAT ‘he pic‘ure °f roblni ln
Camden citizens flocked to the Mrs. Winfield Richards, 19 High owners who reserve the same regis
reason, according to Nd. W. Howe, groups on your lawn discussing the Opera House in large numbers Tues street.
tration number year after year, wil! Lottie C. Rhodes........................ 10.00
lounder of the Atchison Daily Giobe, j details of southern flight is now a day night, the lodestone being the
Honorable mention: Best garden not be deprived of the privilege under Mrs Charles O. Wells, North
is simply a determination by Atchi-1 familiar sight out of window,
award of the Bok prizes to the wtn- Miss Doris Dougherty, 25 Pearl the new system of lettered number Haven ................................. — 60.00
ron business men that their city be
ners in the Camden Garden Club street; Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Alex- plates to be introduced next year,
ander. 35 Pearl street. Home atThe new plates adopted by Secre- Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
run like a business. This has led to
contest.
THAT
you
harbor
a
good-natured
The meeting was called to order by traettvely planted. Mrs. AngeUne tary of State Robinson C. Tobey are co................................................ 50 00
the commission-manager form of
government with three'business men
which you somehow can’t get j Mrs Ernest A Robbins, president ot Nuccio. Pearl street. Best lawn. A. B. similar to those used in Connecticut ,
as commissioners. They appoint a rid of. that fewer folks would ring the the club, who called upon E. G. Grib-, Bennett. 115 Elm street; Arthur C with one or two letters preceding the
raster Sherman 1000
city manager as they would hire a family telepnone at meal time
t0 preside. The speaker of the Hatch. 92 Elm street. Best garden, numbers running only from 1 to 993 •
general manager for their own busi« „
evening was Thomas J. Watson oi Harry Richards. 57 Park street. Home ir. each combination of letters. The Miss Marcia Farwell ............... lo w
nesses
’
New York, a member of the Federa. attractively planted. Mrs. E. H Tink- advantage of the new plates are that Miss Edith Bicknell ................. 2.00
’’Although it has beensaid business™AT you Can recal1 lhe
tlme when Reserve Board, and president of tne er. Highland avenue; Mr and Mrs. A. they arc less expensive to the state,
o carpenter .............. 5.00
men will not consent to accept office cvery home cooked its own doughnuts: International Business Machines E. Greenlaw. 116 Chestnut street. ;. : saving approximately $7,000 a year.
son
and that citizens
will not support and some of our women folks were Corporation. Mr. Watson’s publicHonorable mention: Best garden.; are more easily discernible at a disFrances rorenn turner ................
them ” savs the veteran newsnaoer- renowned the town over for the sne- sPlrit has mcant much to Camden. Roger G Rhodes. 32 Sea street; Mrs. tance and also are more attractive Winifred 8 Leighton ................. 2o.00
\eieran newspaper .renowned tne town over for the spehp
& mem[>fr of ,hc Arthur Wcbsler, 14 sea street. Home The color scheme of the 1934 plates E K Lrtghton ....... _.........
25.00
man. this did not turn out to be true cial excellence of their product,
summer
colony.
He
was given a most attractively planted. N. C. Cross, j will be orange and black, the numbers
in Atchison. During thc twelve years |
Friend
------------------------100
cordial greeting, and his practical re- Washington street. Best garden. Mrs. being in black.
since
the commission-manager
,.u 1U smartness . paint, marks fell upon fertile ground. Music J. A. Brown. Washington street; Mrs. Because plates bearing four num- Mtss Lena Miller .............
300
™ adopted,
one commissioner form.
has' ™'T with
10 00
Robinson. Cobb road. Home bers are no longer than plates with Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown
been elected four times, another died Ithe neatness
‘he trimmed privet was furnished by the Camden Boys George
attractively planted. C P Lamb three numbers prefaced by letters the p
Kittredge
2 00
Band.
y!arS' and
hedgP and the spreadl"g growth o:
The awards were made by Mr- Chestnut street; Hail Carlou. Chest-I first 9999 plates next year will be rjr and Mrs « A Fo~
100o
itsigned after serving ten years. The flowers the Donald Kelsey place on Mary Louise Bok. donor of the pr.Z.
...et.
will
permit
_
„
F
i printed as usual. This will perm!. .. ..
„ „ „
500
the secretary of state to carry out the Mrs Mary B H Seaverns
two appointed to nil the vacancies are North Main street makes an agreeThis year, in addition to the awards
-----------------hr'iL
iable Picture as you drive by.
for lawns and gardens, there were
STRAND THEATRE
provisions of law w-hich provide Mr. and Mrs Henry Keating .... 5.00
been really excellent men. The new I
| that the first 7.C00 plates may be re- Mrs. Ellen C. L. Clark .............. 4.00
others for vegetable gardens ana
____
plan was successful from the start: : that nowadavs vou seldom hear canned fruits and vegetables,
25.00“1
Today and tomorrow "Tugboat served ytar after year for the same dlnton H Crane
the commissioners inherited an old' THAT now ada j-s you seldom hear
Qf
owners, under certain prescribed con-'
Mary „ Waf
10.00
Annie'
with
Marie
Dressier
and
Walbonded indebtedness of $1,260,000, and the expression 'fortnight, and that
Best gardens: First award of $60
paid it all off except $180,000."
Bob House is concerned to know why. Mrs. Leon Bryant. Cobb road; second lace Beery.
With the 10.000th plate, thc new McDougall-Ladd Co.................. 15 00
will commence. The F- D. Alden ............................... 5 00 |
award of $40. Mrs. Charles Smith. 43 Victims of a mysterious murderer
It was Cyrus H K. Curtis who said
<>
that the two ablest editors in this ] THAT a Northend concern and a Sea street; third award of $25. Mrs. iW, jound stabbed and the mur- first series will be from Al to A999. No Name .................................. 25 00
the second from BI to B999. and so Lawrence Portland Cement Co. 50 00
Guy Cucunotta. 27 Belmont avenu
country are George Horace Lortmer [ downtowm Main street concern are on
Best lawns: First award of $60. dcrer avoids detection although on through the alphabet. Then will Mr and Mrs Wm. T. White .... 10.00
and E. W. Howe—therefore it ls wtth the point of joining drives, with Leslie Marshall, 90 Pearl street; sec- he never leaves the scene. The start the double letter combination. Mr. and Mrs. C. W Sheldon ..... 10.00
interest that wc quote from the lat women particularly interested.
ond award of $40. Capt. J. V. Raynes, baffling murders are _ introduced AAl to AA999; AB1 to AB999, and so Mrs. Ella P Grimes ................. 10 00
87 Bay View street; third award of in Tomorrow at Seven," with a mur- on through cach combination of two
„
<• 'S'
ter this testimony to the success
10.00
$25. Mrs. C F. Brown, 69 Chestnut der committed it nnd-air To frus- letters up through the alphabet as far
. • • pc
which his own city has experienced I THAT the Simonton's Comer
street.
, irate a death threat, a wealthy capl- j as FCI to FC999 series, which will
in this connection. We believe the I dance has an African dodger annex ,
Total to date ........................$764.00
New gardens: First award of $60 talist goes aloft ln an airplane with a complete the list. These several corntestimony arrayed in support of the ' alld both seem to be very well pat- Mrs. Isabel C. Simonton, 28 Limerock picked company comprised of his binations will provide approximately
new charter for Rockland justifies ronized.
street; second award of $40. the Rev. secretary and his daughter, a ciime 138.000 plates for pleasure cars, which
GLENMERE
its adoption by thc citizens In next
♦♦
Leroy A CamPbe11'8 Belmont avenue, novelist, two detectives and two pilots.
estimated to be tne probable needs
I THAT f vou have never seen those
New lawn: First award of *80- Gu' At the hour specified by the death for next year
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Keene and
Monday’s election.
I K
„„bcrt Leadbetter. 100 Bay View street; admonition the plane’s lights go cut, I ThcrP wi;i be !OmP exceptions to son Byron of Rockland were weekend
abandoned lime quarries at Simon- ( second award of
Frank j Blood. and the secretary is stubbed to death lhe letter combinations set forth a d holiday _uesU of Mr and Mrs
HANNAH DUSTIN’S KNIFE
ton’s Corner "you alnt seen nothin 66 Washington street.
jin the dark. Ccnchaslvely, one of the above For example there will be no t
K
yet."
.
• • • •
men survivors aboard lhe plane is1 combination with the letter H as the
_
__
**
Community planting: First award th. murderer. The detectives make a »
be rested to designate
wnt a to day's
In common with all, youthful
THAT everybody remarked Tues- of $20. to Walter Bowden. Charles diligent searen of fhe .‘hip but lull blrpd ca” a_5 at p"sent. Alsn lne at Stumble-In cottage^
students of history we found those
day they wished there had been that Dlplock. Herbert Duffell. Elm street; io find even a weapon. This p.e tie X.Y Zjerlcs Will * used Jo deslg^ at Stumble In cottage.
days at school greatly uplifted by the
nate commercial cars and the O Mrs. Arthur Davis and daughter
second award of $15 to Mr. and Mrs. will be shown .-*a.,,i.,.v,. — aa
story of Hannah Dustin, who borne kind of weather fcr Labor Day.
I series for convertible cars.
Hilda of Port Clyde were weekend
Henry Handren, Maynard Leach,
into captivity by the Indians, follow
Municipal and county cars wil’ bear guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barter,
Lawrence J Manning, Sea street;
*‘Siirpri«iin«; An I( Is*’— the word “Municipal’’ over a series Mr and Mrs Orrln
Jr of
ing an attack upon Haverhill, was for
THAT thc St George folks put on third award of $10 to John F Mat
of numbers running from 1 to 2,000; Nabna£set, Mass . and Mrs. Orrin
a season held prisoner upon a river a good Labor Day show even if it thews, Joseph W. Regnier. Mr. and
WEEKLY QUIZ
Mtees will carry the word’ Bus" with Treat Sr of Chelmsford. Mass , were
Mrs. Jack Achorn, Whitmore Terrace.
island ln New Hampshire. There for wasn't dene on Labor Day.
a number from I to 300; and there wil!
*
Qf Mr and
Best vegetable gardens: First award
some time she languished, until, pos
be c.ncr special.y des:gnated plates „ „ . WH
«>
of $50. N. Berry, 41 Harden avenue;
for
officii
State
cars,
the
State
HignMrs
rTanK
wlley
’
sessing herself cf a knife, and under THAT if you drive slowly up second award of $40. J. N. Leonard.
way Commission, governor’s cjuticil, The Adams family have returned to
What is your
the cover of darkness, onc by onc she ' Ingraham Hill the picture you get of 90 Washington street; third award ot
trao’.ors, trailers, and other classifies ‘heir home at Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
put to death her captors and made, the beautiful home at Holman's Oaks $30. Hollis Drinkwater. 6 Harrison
‘ tions.
after spending the month of August
score?
avenue;
fourth
award
of
$20.
Charles
good the return to her home. Shej will repay the making of a special
Although the letter system to be a- t>erp at their cottage.
W. Burgess, 60 Mechanic street; fiftn
dopted here is similar in type to tne Mr. and Mrs. Carl Davis and
was one of those thorough-going , trip to see it.
award of $10. Arthur C. Hatch, 92
plates used in Connecticut, the letters daughter of Portland are guests of
New England women of the time.'
Elm street; honorable mention, A B
and numbers will be larger and more Mr. and Mrs. Charles Davis,
In the days of I---- 1
was Hannah Dustin—her name sug-1 THAT the great show in dahlias ls Bennett. 115 Elm street, the Rev. Lerailing ve .els ho« I
easily distinguishable than the Con
Mrs. Mary Orbeton of Rockland
gests good housekeeping—and before encountered at Holiday Beach, at the „oy A,
?' wUe‘
nectlcut plates.
were crews influ
called on her cousin Charles Wiley
taking leave of thc dozen or so victims (summer place of Mr. Cole of Water- fleld Bryant. Pearl street,
enced to join thc
Sunday.
ship?
of her womanly skill with the knife. I ville, which upon no account would
Best canning: First award of $30.
LIMEROCK VALLEY POMONA
Allen Bond of Milton, Mass., has
she further exercised it by neatly j you have missed seeing.
j Mrs. Percy Small, 59 Pearl street;
Set ions Saturday With North Haven beer\ v*fitlng hi? moUler,
Irenp
lfow did insur □
____________
second
award
of
$25,
Mrs.
Agnes
Ware
scalping each one of them, a detail
Haven Grange—E. M. Lawrence thc ®ond the past three weeks
ance stop
this
4 Belmont avenue; third award ot
practiced by thr Indian tribes of that
WASHINGTON
practice?
Speaker
Mrs. Lucy Smith was a weekend
$20, Mrs. Orvil Young, 32 Mountain (
____
guest of Mrs. James Kellogg and Miss
day and naturally taken over by thc
------1 street; fourth award of $15, Mrs. Fred i
f The Limerock Valley Pomona will Edith Watts at the Watts homestead
Mr and Mrs. Edward Lelghcr were cassins. 60 Mountain street; fifth
English Invaders of their territory
meet Saturday with the North Haven in Si Oeorge.
Of course Mrs. Dustin brought recently callers on Frank Sukeforth. |award of $io, Mrs. Olive Annis. 82;
Mrs Mary I. Baker of Bloomfield.: peari street; honorable mention. Mr.
3. W'liat earned the
Grange. The sessions forenoon and
Fred Barter and son-in-law Arthur
home wtth her these gory scalps, rich N. J., accompanied by her grand
South A f r i c
and Mrs. Alexander, 35 Pearl street;
afternoon win be held ln the Knights Bettencourt of East Weymouth
trophies of her adventure, also thc daughter Edythe is spending a vaca ( Mrs. Mabel Holbrook. Thomas street;
BulTa'o to change
j Pythias hall. The speaker at the Mass., are spending a two weeks’ vaknife. It was natural that the later tion of two weeks at Charles Suke ' Mrs. Edith Nash, Melvin Heights: Mrs. (
from feeding by
afternoon sasslon will be Edward M. (cation with Mr. and Mrs. Byron
day to feeding by
Laura Matthews, Whitmore avenue;
Lawrence, the no-repeal candidate to 1 Davis.
years of Sons and Daughters of one forth's.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gove and son
night?
lhe Constitutional Convention. The Mr and Mrs Eskridge of Florida
thing and another should produce Arthur of Taunton, Mass., are spend Mrs. Ann Grinnell, 43 Union street;
| Mrs. Joshua Ingraham, 54 Mountain
program for the sessions ts:
were wceicend guests of Mr. and Mrs
□
also a Hannah Dustin Association ln ing a few days with relatives here.
.street; Mrs. Katherine Dow, ID
4. Who was Titian
Opening tong “Bcaut.ful Golden william Keene. They were accomHaverhill—to which these few lines L. H. Stevens is having his house i chestnut street
Somewheie;
address of welcome, panied t0 Allston Mass by Mr and
Homes attractively planted: First!
are now dedicated in felicitating its painted. Robert Sanborn of Sebago
Frank
Waterman, master host Mrs Keene
is
doing
the
work.
award
of
$25,
Mrs.
Etta
Wright,
4
Grange; response, Charles Wooster,
members upon acquiring for their
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Nash and famavenue; second award ol
overseer Pomona Grange; reading. Mr. and Mrs Charles Ward of
museum the knife itself with which lly of Bridgewater. Mass . have been
Fred Beale, 6 Cross street; third
5. How did he try 1
■
Lloyd F. Crockett; Transportation Lynn, Mass, have been at their cot
their namesake, 236 years ago. Indi spending two weeks at Arthur Pier- , awar{i of $15, Leroy Wasgatt, 88 Pearl;
to get inspiratloi I
now and 25 years ago. Brothers!tage, the
wee„k’
had 05
street.
cated to her Indian captors, in the pont's.
George E. Nash. H. T. Crockett; read- KUesta over the weekend Mr- and Mrs
in hls work?
----Homes well kept and attractively
ing, Nellie Beverage; surprise feature. Albert Thomas of Lynn.
vernacular of the present day, where William Baker and nephew HarOld Baker of Bloomfield, N. J., werc p]anted: Ten awards of $10 each, Miss
Edna L. Waterman; guitar music. Mrs' Thurley Hocking and children
Each Aniwarl
they, as well as their scalps, got off. holiday guests at Frank Sukeforth's. Lucine Arau, 10 Belmont avenue; Miss
Counts 2oJ Total...
Barbara Stone, Margaret Butler and Thomas and Martha, returned MonStephen Mank and Harlan Sldc- Dorothy Ware. 15 Belmont avenue;
Truly a grim relic of those stirring
Elston Beverage; speaker, Edw. M. day to their home at Melrose Hightimes. The only contemporaneous linger attended the boxing match at Fred Trask. 12 Chestnut Hill; George
For answers see
Lawrence; roil call—Topics of the lands. Mass., after a visit of several
Belfast Friday evening.
H.
Thomas,
105
Bay
View
street;
Eu

thing with which we can match it is
day; reading, Nettie E. Beverage; weeks wl‘h Mrs. Hocklngs’ father,
"Surprising As It Is"
gene
Mitchell,
110
Washington
street;
the Indian tomahawk that in those
'essay, Gerald G. Beverage; reading, Capt. O. A. Andrews,
WHEN IN Boston—Vou can buy Andrew Cotta. 14 Mount Battie street;
of The Courier-Oazette, with the
Page 4
Alice E Sampson; surprise feature, Mtss Frances Shaw and Miss Abbie
elder days found congenial employ copies
home news, at the Old South News Arthur Dougherty, 7 Willow street; W.
Beulah M. Crockett; reading, Julia M Morton of Thomaston spent the
Agency,
Washington 81, next Old South O. Williams, 24 Union street; Mrs.1
ment in this vicinity and is now
Church; also at M. Andeiman’s. 281
-Beverage; recitation, A. V Snow,
weekeend gt tb? 9haw cottage,
Laura
Kettunen.
Rawson
avenue;
housed in the Knox Memorial.
Tremont St.

CHUCK ROAST - 8c-10c
BONELESS

BONELESS

15c VEAL ROAST, lb. 20c

POT ROAST, lb.
BONELESS

OVEN ROAST

LAMB
MIDDLE RIB

, ib. 19c

BONELESS PIG

16c

Pork Shoulders, lb

FORE QUARTERS,

lb

09c

LEGS,

Ib

19c

p

Q

I FANCY

,ib bc-oc| FOWL, lb.

20c

Corned Beef,

“SPECIALS”

“SPECIALS”

STEWING LAMB
STEWING BEEF
LEAN HAMBURG
BEEF LIVER

PILLSBURY’S BEST
GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR
24’/2 lb. Sack

2 l,s 25c

$1.25

CHASE & SANBORN

BOK PRIZES AWARDED

[

LB.

EVERYDAY ITEMS SALE
2<pkgs

ISc

FREE RUNNING SALT,

4 boxes

19c

GRAHAM FLOUR,

5 Ib bag

23c

MACARONI-SPAGHETTI,

4 pkgs

25c

GREEN STRINGLESS BEANS,

3 cans

29c

GOLDEN BANTAM CORN,

3 cans

29c

2 lge. bottles

25c

3 cans

14c

large package

18c

CORN STARCH,

TOMATO KETCHUP,

SUNBRITE CLEANSER,
RINSO,

KELLOGG’S
CEREALS
1 Corn Flakes
1 Rice Krispies
1 Pep
1 Whole Wheat Biscuit

AU For
kith i cans

29c

HORMEL
VCGITA8LC

TOMATO OR VEGETABLE SOUP, 5 cans

RIPE OLIVES,

25c

2 No. 1 cans

15c

5 rolls

25c

WALDORF TOILET PA^ER,

Jlahhel
" EVERYTHING TO EAT"

AYER’S
We are putting all our rnirgjr now In talking School Ulo'hing.
Wc have a big as sortment and at pricer, which ought to picas?. Ol
course everything is a trifle higher, but these prices are low.

BOYS’ SUITS—ages 8 to 18 ..................................... . ........ S7.50, $9 50
YOUNG MEN’S SUITS c................................... . ............. $12.56, S15.09
CHILDREN’S WASH SUITS ............................................... 59c, $107
BOYS’ PANTS ............................................... 65c, 75c, Sl.CO, $1.25, $1.50
YOUTHS’ LONG PANTS ............................ ..... . ................. S1.98, $2.50
BOYS' ALL WOOL SWEATERS .........,............................ $1.00, $1 25
YOUNG MEN’S SWEATERS ................................,.... . .... . $1.50, $2.50
BOYS' ZIPPER COATS ..... ............................................ ................. $2 98
MEN’S ZIPPER COATS ... .................................................. $3.50, $5.00
BOYS SHIRTS OR BLOUSES ...................................................... 75c
If you are looking for a good ptaec to buy things for j-our boy, this is
the ! pot for we specialize in Boys' Furnishings

WILLIS AYER

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

!

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, September 7, 1933
LET US VOTE NO

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 7—Meeting ln the Interest of
the new charter at Temple hall.
Sept. 8- Camden -Concert at opera
house, auspices Camden-Rockport Lions
Club
Sept. 9 — Llmerock Valley Pomona
Orange meets with North Haven Orange
at North Haven.
Sept. 19—Day of prayer for No-Repeal
forces.
Sept. 11—Special State election.
Sept. 12—Miriam Rebekah fair, enter
tainment and supper at I. O. O. F hall.
Sept. 16 (Football)—Rockland High at
Brunswick
Sept. 20-22—Annual convention of thc
Maine W. C. T. U. ln Belfast.
Sept. 26-28 North Knox Fair. Union.
Oct. 3-5—Lincoln County Fair, Dam
ariscotta.
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair

Page Three
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North Haven Citizen Opposes
the Letting Down of Pres

ent Defences

'410*12 MAIN ST.ROCKLAND

Editor of The Courier-Gazette :-r
As we are to vote on the 18th Amend
ment on Sept. 11, I would like to
know before I vote Just what we are
to expect after the 18th Amendment
NEW' LINE OF
ls voted down—if lt should be. ' 1
heard a speaker over the radio talk
ing for repeal; he had a lot to say
I about the evils of the 18th amend
WARDROBE
ment and how much the government
TRUNKS
] was losing in revenue, etc, but had
WEEK END
very little to say about what the con
•lu't arrived.
Nicely tailored,
ditions would be after repeal, which
CASES
with clayed reams; Vesta, Bloom
COMING REUNIONS
he so much urged the voters to vote
ers and Panties in Tea Rose and
ZIPPER BAGS
Sept 10—Kaler family at home of I
for.
Pink.
Frank Yattaw. Warren
GLADSTONE
Why not be fair and give the voters
BAGS
j both sides of the question? Simply
WEATHER
] because he was paid to talk for re
A fresh early-autumn morning
peal by the brewers.
Other
New
with skies and a wind that is gentle
How many of the speakers and
RAYON SILK UNDERWEAR
even though it points out of the east.
] voters that will vote Sept. 11 can reMost beautiful styles we have ever had at—
Fogs have continued to present their
: member the conditions that existed
woolly countenances, but only now ,
I forty or more years ago, when our
and then. The full moon, the color of
i mails were flooded with circulars ad
flame, has been a beautiful sight
______________________________
__________________________
_ vertising strong drink, which was be
lifting itself out of the distant islands pkfZfZfZJZJgfEfBfgfZfZfgfZJBraJZJgHriF■
.fBjgjzfarajzrerazjzfzfZjajgfarejare? ing sent through the mails to all parts
illuminating the waters of the bay
— of Maine, while the trains and
and filling the soul of the spectator
~ ] steamers and coasters with their
Edw.
Sansom.
postal
clerk,
ls
spend1
Manager
T.
C.
Stone
of
the
local
SOUTH HOPE
with awe. Notice it tonight. Morn
j passengers were bringing lt Into the
ing
his
furlough
at
Moosehead.
telephone district is having hls an
ing temperature 60 and rising.
i State. Please tell us what the connual vacation of two weeks.
School began Sept. 5 with Mrs. ] ditions were then. We know what
The Universalist parish has an im
Arthur Sprowl of Appleton teacher. the young voters will say, "That It ls
King Solomons Temple Chapter
Mrs Bessie Maddocks has returned
portant meeting tomorrow night.
Raymond Cowan and Robert Syl as bad or worse now;" but we would
holds Its stated meeting tonight.
from Hatchet Mountain Camp where vester Of Brewer have been spending like to have some one who lived
she
has
been
employed
as
cook
for
(Richard J. Foley. Janitor at the fed
two weeks at the Cole cottage.
through those times tell us what those
The Boston boats begin next week
the summer, to her cottage “PairMrs. Fred Merrifield and son conditions were. We know, for we
their fall schedule of three trips a eral building, is having his annual view." at. Ingraham Hill.
Laurence vlslt.cd her father Charles have lived through them, and have
vacation.
week.
Woster of Camden last week.
seen and heard the effects of strong ]
Young Freeman of the AYD Club
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holmes of
Welcome news to everybody that] Winslow-Holbrook Post has its boxes a return bout with ___
Jack____
Bon Massachusetts spent the weekend drink
They tell us that the young gener
Leopold has put 100 stoneworkers on first meeting tonight following the n
Liberty at Light's dance pawith her father C. B. Taylor.
ation growing up do not know any
summer recess.
the Job at Vinalhaven. ,
villon. Washington. Friday night.
Mrs. C. B Taylor ls at Knox Hos
The last bout was in a class by itself. pital where she recently underwent thing about the horrors and hard
ships of war by experience and are
Dr. E. L. Scarlott and family are
Horace Maxey has entered upon
an appendicitis operation.
liable to get into lt again 10 or IS
occupying their recently purchased hts duties as principal of Warren High
At a dance in Vinalhaven last
Hartley Watts and family of Bos
Saturday night Mary Velenta and ton were callers at Walter Tolman's years hence. Ask some of our men
home at 38 Summer street, where Dr School.
5
that were in the war what they think
Betty Moon of the AYD Club gave
Scarlott opened his office yesterday ]
-------Sunday.
of lt. They wlll tell you like Gen.
a
four-round
boxing
exhibition
be

------I Rev. J. C. MacDonald, who has
Mrs. Chloe Mills spent last week
Principal Blalsdell requests that all j b2tn On hts annual vacation, will fore a large crowd. Oliver Hamlin ln Appleton where she kept house for Sherman that "War is Hell!"
Strong drink can wreck and de
out of town pupils, also all post grad-1 occupy hls pulpit at the First Bap- refereed the bout.
her daughter Mrs. Arthur Sprowl stroy any home or life. Until they
uates, register for their courses this tist Church Sunday.
while
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sprowl
were
ln
can give us something better than the
(fk
Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus L. Whitte
week. Office hours are 9 to 12 and |
------Massachusetts.
18th Amendment to handle it, let us
1 to 5 daily.
I Perry's ball team, now well accli more. formerly of the Rockland High
Albert Hastings narrowly escaped
■ '
_____
' mated to the sad sea waves, goes to School faculty, have removed from death last Saturday night when as vote for the dry candidates of Knox
fjK;
Eubertus A. Clark of National City.1 Vinalhaven Sunday to play a team ol Guilford to Old Orchard where Mr. he was about to pass a car in West County to keep the amendment ln
Calif Is on hts way East, planning to 1 island veterans. The Calista Morrill Whittemore has been engaged to Rockport one of his wheels struck force
Ralph P. Conant, Rockiand; Adin
visit his son in Holbrook. Mass, and takes the team and its boosters.
’•»ch manual arts.
a rock and the car overturned. He L. Hopkins, Camden; William H.
You probably know j'ust what sort of a coat
promising a visit to The Courier-Oamim.
Young
Clarence
Widdecombe. escaped with slight bruises, but hls Robinson. Warren.
zette office.
you want and if you do, you’re bound lo find
Frank Beverage.
Young Hopper and Pearl Kavanaugh ..car was badly damaged. He now
PUBLIC MEETING TONIGHT
of the AYD Club will box In Belfast |
£ “^MUlard of MassachuNorth Haven.
it here! The new Printzess Coats have charm
Dr. Andrew MacAusland. a distin
Opera
House
Friday
night.
They
are
City Manager Ford of Auburn
setts
has
returned
home
after
a
visit
and
variety. Unless you have w'orn a Princess
guished Boston surgeon, who sum
in training at the clubroom each
NOTES FROM “VOX”
with her mother Mrs. Arthur Thom
mers at North Haven, performed op-1 will be the principal speaker at
Coat before it is difficult to describe the cus
afternoon.
Al
Wilson.
Rockland's
a public meeting tonight in
I
erations upon two children at Knox
great little light weight, is to box dike.
tom-made look ifial their fine filling gives you.
Temple hall, sponsored by the
Hospital Tuesday.
Telling of Steady Improve
Young Jack of Augusta in Belfast
Forty Club in the interests of
Come in and try them on. Thc new Printzess
APPLETON RIDGE
in a few weeks in the main bout.
ments Being Made Within
the new charter. All citizens
Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear died last
fabrics include fine crepes and soft needle*
are
urged
to
attend.
The
meet

Prison Walls
nignt at her home on Limerock street,
Golden Rod Chapter resumes its
Mrs. Blanche Brown and Mrs. Eve
ing will start promptly at 7
points
where funeral services will be held
meetings tomorrow night, with 6 lyn Pitman were callers on Mrs.
o'clock ln order to finish in ample
We have lt from good authority
Saturday at 2 o'clock. Friends are
o'clock
supper
in
charge
of
Mrs.
i
Roena
Thistle
in
Searsport
Friday.
I
season for those who wish to at
Katherine St. Clair. It will be obMrs Addie Robbins is in Rehoboth. that we are to have "talkie” pictures
asked to omit flowers.
tend the benefit dance at thc
this
winter,
and
we
are
to
have
them
served as Past Adah night, with all Mass, the guest of relatives for sevI
Samoset.
in the chapel.
past Adahs as special guests. Dr. eral
Roger Mills and Wesley Curtis were
Wall sinks in the kitchen have been
committed to Knox County jail for
—1, H. V. Tweedie will give ail address | Miss Maerice Barlow who has been
six months. Tuesday, after pleading A. S. Peterson has presented an at on "Adah." Marguerite Chapter ol ' visitlng her aunt Mrs. Blanche raplaced by a cluster of sinks ln the
guilty in Recorder Miles' court to the tractive bird bath to the Knox Ar- Vinalhaven are to be honor guests j Brown and famuy for several weeks center of the room. It is a good im
i has returned to her home In provement, and more sanitary'- After
larceny of 72 bottles of 3.2 beer from
n
Uced Qn the grounds
Miriam Rebekah Lodge holds its , Rebobotb Mass,
a few more minor repairs and changes,
the Perrys Market storehouse^ The ^“thc
RldcolU Abbotl me.
annual fair Tuesday. Doors open
Supper and evening guests of Mr. the kitchen is to be painted and we
arrest was made by Deputy Sheriff morial
Our complete coat range is as follows:
at 9 a. m. Thcic will be a neon and Mrs Austin Towle Saturday were then will have a first class kitchen.
Ludwick.
_____
luncheon, an entertainment tn the Mr. and ___
___
A
crew
or
painters
under
officer
]
Mrs. Errol Scott of Rhode
“ .
.
News has been received here of the
public supper and music island Mr and Mrs. Earl Gilley oi Clark is scrubbing and painting the
The second game in the post season dcath Qf NeUic wlfc of John H Hol- afternoon,
by the Rebekah Orchestra in the Augusta and Charles Towle.
East Wing. Walls, ceiling, inside cells |
serics between Rockland and St. brook, which occurred suddenly from evening. Mrs. Lena Rollins is genMr and Mrs. L. N Moody. Misses and all, are to be painted; also the
Oeorge will be played at Community heart attack Wednesday morning at fra, cbalrman To the chairman
bars, which are to be painted alumi
Park this aftemoon. as near 5 o'clock tbejr home in Bremen Funeral serv- 1 has been added Mrs. Mabel Brewster Ruth and Gladys Sprague. Ruth num. It will make the Wing much.
Moody
and
Warren
Moody
were
Belas possible, and the Texacos will have jceswill be held there Saturday after- | who
have charge of the Miriam
lighter.
last visitors Friday.
a much stronger lineup than thc one noon.
[ Sewing Circle table.
The canning department, under thc
Carleton Robbins has returned to
defeated at St. Oeorge last night.
------"
_____
able direction of officer Nash, is going
The prize awards will be made.
One of .the outstanding social
n will be “veterans' night at hls home ln South Union after being full blast 8o far beans only have
guest at M M. Brown's for a lew
events of the late summer season is . Armory hall, Spear block. Monday a
weeks
| been canned, but we understand that
Lester Allen. Charles Brann and the benefit dance at the Samoset Ho- Sept. 25 when a dance will be given
Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs tomatoes, corn, squash and other garPercy Colson descended upon the, tei tonight for Knox Hospital. The by Huntley-Hill Post. V.F.W. The Austin Towle's were Mr. and Mrs den produce are to be canned.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
editorial sanctum Tuesday with a ] Country Club Orchestra will furnish event is held in connection with the Errol Scott of Providence, Mrs. Lll- ] A set of 12 volumes, History of the
Deyellow butterfly so handsome that it [ music, and dancing will begin at 9 annual banquet
.. and. ball
. .of the
. ..
.dian GiUev of Augusta. Mrs. Marv World War, was donated to the prison
par .ment of Maine, to be held in th- Moore and two chudren of warren library by Sergeant and Mrs. Burton
required the united efforts of the . The affair will be informal,
EUGENE HARRINGTON
pany adjourned to nu?t again in
TIIE LEADBETTER REUNION
I main ball room of the Eastland
three youngsters to carry It.—On the ‘
.
------I North Haven one year hence.
Muriel Robbins and Richard Gor- of the Rockland Salvation Army
same day William Young brought ln
Saturday Limerock Valley Pomona j Hotel. Sept. 25 and Is for the berie- don rpent the weekend in Massachu- [ An inmate whose name we were asked
Solemn requiem mass was held at Mrs. Euniee Brown Elected President
These officers were elected Pr.’sta worm of dazzling colors but not par- Orange wlll leave on steamer Castine fit of those who do not feel like setts
] not* to
—Fifty - Three Partook Of the dent. Mrs. Eunice Brown
* print, donated a set* of 12 vol St. Bernard's Church yesterday fore
ticularly palatable.
for its annual meeting with-North I making ^e Jong
Portland.
___
umes of English Fiction.
Dinner
dent. Winfield Ann : MMBd v
noon for the late Eugene Harrington,
----- ij Haven Grange. The program will ln- E. F. Fox of Portland was ln t.he city
—
president, Isaac T. Leadbetter; secMr Paquln of the front office, and ] Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn, the pastor.
yesterday
conferring
with
officials
R
O
R
N
„
.
Jamcs H McNamara, Miss Rose dude talks on "Present Day Mat
The 23d annual reunion of the rctary. Mrs. Florence Brown; treas.
„ . ,
_
_ . , Capt. Thomas are on their vacation. as celebrant. He was assisted by Rev.
of
Huntley-Hill
Post.
D
to
V
£r.
a^aughJ<«ph
Bryant
has
been
transferred
McNamara. Miss Alice McNamara. ters" by prominent people, musical
Thomas Henderson as deacon and Lcadbettcr family was held Satur- urer. Hiram Beverage.
Owing to an unexpected change in
ter
to the Prison Farm.
Miss Antonia McInnis and Rev. Fr. numbers and readings. The Wessa
Rev. Fr. Hebert as sub-deacon. day in Crockett's hall. North Haven,
ARTICLES
OMITTED
their plans. Rev. and Mrs. Huse, in
TOLMAN—At West Rockport. Sept. 1. to
Out of 30 applicants for parole at Charles Coughlin. Donald Coughlin
Govett arrived this morning from weskeag Grange band will p’.ay. The
The paper regrets its inability to
with
an
attendance
of
more
than
v
i(
ed gues!.- here unable to be
Mr and Mrs_Donald Tolman. a daugh- tbe
hearing of the Parole Board, and George N. Phillips were ushers.
Eagle Rock, Va, having made the steamer leaves Camden a*. 8 and make use of a number of contribu
ter. Arlene Betty.
, ,5
50
Fifteen
came
from
Camden
for
present.
trip in Mr. McNamara's car. Fr. Rockland at 9 daylight, time The tions. dealing with questions to be
The bearers were John McInnis. Pat
_ __________
There will be Catholic services the rick J. Burns, Raymond Moulaison, this annual get-together. After
Govett is a World War veteran and is , excursion is open
to the public.
MARRIED
_____
voted upon in Monday's election, but
greetings and a social hour 53 sat
third
8unday
oX
this
month
and
every
Fred Carini, Joseph Adams and down for dinner. The tables were I-iza was on the witness stand,
priest of thc Catholic Church in Clif-!
revived tco late for printing in to- KILTON - TRAFTON — At Machlasport.
Sept. 4. by Rev H L W«i«, Charles H third Sunday of the month irom James Connellan, the Interment being laden with an abundance of good “Arc you positive." inquired tiie
ton Forge
Ktlton of Machlasport and Miss Ade then on.
Govett return next Monday.
...
. .
, ,. ..._ _ __
io be available will appear Saturday
in thc St. Janies Catholic cemetery, things. After dinner and during the prosecutor, "that you know when
laide M. Trafton of Rockland.
this season but some of the vines car________ H
Thomaston.
afjrrnoon ten others Joined the your husband was on the night this
ried
a
much
less
desirable
crop
iu
the
i
Things are humming in the Cen
.
.
, Mistress: “I notice that your policeThe deceased was born ln this city group. Exercises were carried out crime was committed?"
DIED
tury of Progress contest with onc of form of some of the largest and man jr|cnd caRs frequently. Do you SPEAR—At Rockland. Sept 6. Mary Wig
March 23. 1865, youngest child of thus:
"Ef Ah didn't," replied the witness
the later entries, Norma Seavey, strangest looking giubs ever taken thlnk Be means business?..
gin Spear, aged 60 years. II months. 8
Timothy and Mary (Sullivan) Har
Address of welcome, Mrs. Eunice firmly, "den Ah basted a good rollin’
days.
Funeral
Saturday
at
2
oclock
lorging to the front She has collect- into captivity. Charles R. RichardCook: "I think he docs, ma'am.
rington.
Brown, the president; prayer. Mrs pin over an innercent man's hald,
from the late residence. Please omit
ed several hundred votes the past few son brought a few of the samples to He's already beginning to complain
flowers.
He attended St. Lawrence College Julia Beverage; social hour; recita dat's all."
days and has the leaders distinctly this office yesterday, and thc sooner about my coosing.”
in Montreal, returning home after the tions and music, by younger mem
worried Sidney Harding, a Country Norman Lermond identifies them—
CARD OF THANKS
death
of his parents, to enter the bers; addresses by older members.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the Pythian Sisters,
Club caddy with one of those Infec- and takes them away—the better
employ
of Jerry Harrington, grocer. After singing “God Be With You [ Some drlllk a lot’ others drink little
I
wish
to
extend
iny
sincere
thanks
Rebekahs
and
friends
and
neighbors
for
tious smiles, has started a systematic [suited the nervous grub editor will be. to neighbors and friends for their their kindness during our bereavement;
Forty-four
years ago he entered the Till We Meet Again," and prayer by We serve a flvc-ccnt glaxs of b> • r a;
drive on his own account. The
-------many arts of kindness during my recent also for the beautiful floral offerings
employ
of
the
Maine Central Railroad the president. Mrs. Brown, thc com- Chape's Lunch. 470 Main street adv.
standing will be announced Saturday i Under the direction of Mrs. Vivian bereavement; also for the beautiful and to those who so kindly furnished
and
for
the
past
23 years was the very
flowers.
cars.
with five more weeks of thc contest Hewett there will be a quilt exhlbiNow Is the Time!
Alton C. Orover and son Charles.
Mrs. Lizzie Martlock.
efficient baggagemaster at the Rock
yet to run.
Hon at Montpelier (in the gift shop)
Matlnicus.
Thomaston, Me.
•
land station, retiring last November j
They Will Be Higher!
-------Wednesday, Sept. 13. The exhibit
on account of 111 health.
There is quite a strong likelihood will include old and modern designs,
| Mr. Harrington was a member of |
that Rockland will have a ten-mile and everyone having choice quilts or
These merchants are co-operating to send two Knox County hoys
St. Bernard's Church and Llmerock
marathon race on Armistice Day. [ unusual designs are invited to display
or girls to the World Fair, Free, in October. With each pun base of
Council,
a
valued
and
devoted
worker
i
under the sanction of the A.A.U., their treasures. There will be re50 cents or over you will receive votes to oast for your favorite confor bo}h. He was a fourth degree j
which would bring entries from out- ducpd admission rates to the Knox
UstanL Votes ran be obtained only from the concerns Italcd below.
member
of
the
Knights
of
Columbus,
j
®la,t,^' Jolln Oui;stlP and Mansion for the day, affording everyBallot boxes are available In earh store. And every merchant who
Will am J. Sullivan are collabora - one who vlslts thc show to whl'h ,
and had served several terms as [
cares to may participate.
guard knight of Llmerock Council.
wfil'be ma™“^eX^Tl^"of itherC 15 "° admlssion
»
SCMOOCOAVJ
He was faithful to the last degree
Attractive Jizcs can be offcred^L wo-iderful memorlaL
Those
MEN’S WEAR
MARKETS
ln the performance of his tasks;
Gregory’s
The race, as now planned, would be wish ng,to e*f1‘bitarc a-skcd t0 comPerry
’
s
Foodland
staunch in hls friendships, and a
RiM’kland
AAA to EKE
within city limits. It is believed by ®“n.*£ate with Mr's Hpwctt' tel.
Rockland 416 Main St.,
428 Main St.,
most genial companion, who had
Mr. Guistln that he can get, John
or at the Knox Mansion, in
REFRIGERATION, Fl’EL OIL
never turned a deaf car to those in
DEPARTMENT STORES
Brown and Black
Ingcmi. who won the Cathedral A C | Thomaston.
trouble or in want.
A. C. McLoon Co.
ten-mile race last spring to come
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
503 Main St.,
Rockland
Mr. Harrington was tw'ce married.
Ties and Straps
One hot dog and a glass of beer for
here for the proposed race.
328
Main
St.,
Rockland
, hls first wife being Margaret Lyons,
COLLISION WORK
15c at Chape's Lunch, 470 Main St.—
j by whom were born thc five surviving ]
GARAGES
Fit for a king, also for queens, adv.
Rockland Body & Fender
children—Walter, Mary J. and Leo of I
KING'S beer on draught at Chape's
Kent
’
s
j
Jefferson,
Mass.;
Mrs.
Alfred
J.
Shop
Lunch, 470 Main street.—adv.
Rockland 655 Main St.,
581 Main St.,
Rockland
[Dailey of Brookline, Mass., and Louise
Yes, Schooldays are here again and
of Rockland. He (s also survived by
DRUG STORES
A benefit dance for the Knox
LADIES' WEAR
his second wife, Enzabeth A. (Reillyi
County General Hospital is to be held
Comer Drug Store
Cutler’s
with them comes Junior's demand for
[Harrington; Mrs. William J Prcnat the Samoset Hotel Thursday. Sept.
Rockland 422 Main St.,
Rockland
389 Main St.,
jdergast of Jefferson, Mass., a niece;
7. 1933. Auspices service clubs Knox
Auto
ElfTtrlc
Wall
Paper
[and
Dr.
Adam
E.
Cole
of
Swampscott.
all
kinds
of
new
togs
...
so
thrifty
County. Informal —adv . 104-107
C. M. Blake Store
[Mass., a nephew.
Farrel Co., Inc.
wi oo oua MRT
At C. L. U. Hall

SCHOOL DAYS SPECIALS
Luggage

RAYON SILK
UNDERWEAR

79c and $1.00

CHILDREN’S DRESSES

$1.00, $1.29 and $1.98

39c, 59c and up

J. SIMONTON CO

1 he Jyeiv

PRINTZESS COATS

have arrived . . . and

yours

is among them !

9

Sport Coats,

$ 9.75 to $69.50

Dress Coats,

$16.95 to $98.00

Children’s Coats, $5.95 to $12.50

CENTURY OF PROGRESS VOTES

$4.40

i

CONCERT
AND DANCE

CLARK ISLAND

USED CARS

Friday, September 8

Bought and Sold

Concert at 8 o'clock
Scotch and Swedish Comedians
and Other Attractions

MILLER’S GARAGE
Rankin St.,

Rockland
106-108

This time is for Benefit Roads;
Let us all help
Under management of V. I.
Association
Admission; Men, 35c; Ladies, 15c

106-107

Mothers bring him in here where thc

quality is of the best and the prices
very easy on her budget . . . Come
yourself and see.

GREGORY’S

662 Main Street

643 Main Street

Children’s School Shoes
for

$1.00 up

R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

| Jail Visitor—Isn't prison life pretty
[hard?
] Convict—Naw, it ain't so bad. The
warden never drngs me out to bridge
parties or to thc movies in the eve
ning.

LET A WANT-AD
SOLVE YOUR

PROBLEM

flume 770

Drug Stores
Mt CARTY’S
606 Main Street

Shoe Repairing
ROCKLAND SHOE
REPAIRING CO

Boots and Shoes
BOSTON SHOE STORE
Main Street

Restaurants
NEWBERT’S
306 Main Street

Cleaning and Pressing
I. L. ( ROSS
457 Main Street,

Fruit
NAIM * ADAMS
220 Main Street

Fteh Market
FRED IIASKELL
Main Street

Jewelry
C. E. DANIELS
370 Main Street

Grain—Flour—Feeds—Sugar, Etc.
STOVER FEED MFG. CO.
86 Park Street

Radio, Sporting Goods
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc
442 Main Street

Furniture
STUDLEY FURN. CO.
Main Street
Hardware
II. II. CRIE CO.
456 Mitin Street
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main Street

Boots and Shoes
McLAIN SHOE STORE
432 Main Street,
Rockland
101-118

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, September 7, 1933
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WALDOBORO

ROCKPORT

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Mrs. Oaylord Marsdetj of Oswego,
N. Y. has been at Riverside Farms.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Sprague and
daughter of Portland have been pass
ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs,
) Roscoe L. Benner.
i John Grant has returned from
I Smyrna Mills and has resumed hls
teaching position in Waldoboro High
School.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hovey and
; children, who have been at their
home here for the summer, have re
turned to Newton, Mass
Miss Dorothea Waltz, who passed
the summer ut her home here, has returned to Marblehead, Mass.
Benjamin Hardy of Everett, Mass.,
ls visiting hts aunt Mrs. Jennie Linscott.
•
W. H. Crowell has bought the dry
gcods business of N. C. Austin and
after having the building thoroughly
renovated will open a store there.
Stuart C. Hemingway of Syracuse,
N Y„ was at hls home here for the
weekend and holiday.
Fred W Matthews of Exeter, N. H,
is guest of his sister Mrs. F. A Brummitt.
Algernon Pendleton of Islesboro.
Beaud M. Phllstream of Beverly Hills.
5 Calif.. Lionel Munster of Boston and
Oscar Von Keever of Amsterdam.
N. Y. have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney at The Knoll
• • • •

New 50/ Size

Mrs. V A. Chandler, daughter'
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
Eorothv of Banger and Mrs. Nettie I
Averill of Rockland were guests last
TABLETS FOR WOMEN
IO II 12 13
week of Mr and Mrs. Charles S. |
b 7 8 9
4
1 2 3
5
Gardner.
They relieve and prevent
An enjoyable family picnic was
Ib
14
15
*
perioaic pain and associated
held Sunday at Port Clyde, those in .
disorders. No narcotics. Not
the party Mr and Mrs. Benjamin P.
19
n
16
Wooster, Mr. and Mrs Frank Mc- j
just a pain killer but a modern
Donnell. Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Wooster,
ii
ir
medicine which acts upon the
20
2i
daughiers.
Jane
and
Judith
of
Ban

W
CAUSF of your trouble. Per
gor
Mr
and
Mrs
Herbert
Thomas
of
ib 27
25
24
sistent
use brings permanent
Camden, Mr. and Mrs Floyd Shaw cf ;
w
relief.
Sold
by all druggists.
Rockland
and
Mrs.
Sadie
Estubrook
J4
35
ii
31
33
26 !<)
of Manchester Jf. H.
w
Mrs. Elsie Hydr, who spent the
34
36
3b
57
weekend with her parents, Mr. and J
Mrs. W A Paul, returned Tuesday
40
4i
Ml
to Lawrence. Mass . accompanied by
: her sons. Robert and Harold who
4b 47
43
45
have been spending the summer with
their grandparents.
A DAY |
i
50
Mb
5i
43
Miss Hazel Lane who has been
; pending a vacation with her parents..
54
: Capt. and Mrs. George Lane, re52
*
i turned Friday to Lawrence. Mass
w
toO
bi bl 1 b3
56 54
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Simmons en
55 ib 57
w
tertained during the weekend at their
W
Gb
b7
cottage at Coleman Pond. Lincoln
bb
<oM
THINK OF ITI Only $2-50
ville, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry.
70
Mr
and
Mrs.
Zadoc
Knight
of
Rock

a day single .... and $4.00
loft
pcrt, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Oeorge,
double foe this smart centrally
Danville, N H„ Mr and Mrs Lyman
73
72
71
located hoteL
Hooke, Mrs. Elmer Oeorge, daughters
Phyllis and Barbara and son Elmer
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
of Fremont. N. H . Mr. and Mrs Her
HORIZONTAL
25-A rodent
60-An island of the
1-Ceaae
bert Sylvester, daughter Doris and
27Po5tessive
case
of
Philippine group
5-Ascend
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Herrick, grand
but what rooms they are I
Ur
64- A bearing (Her.)
1O-Short gaiter
daughter Mary Beverage, and Robert
28Former
Russian
65- Worth
('apt. Millard F. Wade
14- Kind of rubber
Berry of Camden. Mr. and Mrs. John
title (pl.)
67- A tingle voice
15- Fog-horn
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, eadi with
Cap . Millard F. Wade, 68. warden
Waid of Rockland. Boating, bathing,
68- To unite, as heated 29- A feint (Fencing)
15-Domeatieated
fishing
and
a
weinle
roast
were
cf
the
Port
of
Boston,
died
suddenly
private bath, shower, rodio, circu
20-Diminutive of miss
metal
17- Scleneea
ameng the features of entertainment
Sunday at his home in Wollaston,
(Southern U. S.)
69- To one side
lating ice water and many other
18- Plea*ure
Mr and Mrs. Bert Brodis and
19-An accessory cover- 7O-A tailless, jumping 32- Numbert between
Mass. Capt. Wade was born ln Walfeatures you'll be happy about
daughter
Marjorie
motored
to
Old
twelve and twenty
amphibian
ing of a seed
doboio. son of Thomas and Marga
Orchard Frioay going thence to
33- Fright
71- A cape
20-Halts
ret Pitcher Wade. He went to sea
Bingham with an overnight stop at
34- Combining form.
72- A county in
22-Compass point
Freeport Saturday and Sunday they
at the age of 14 and at 23 was ln
Different
S. E. England
(abbr.)
visited friends at Woolwich, return35- Prussian city
73- The language
23- Omit in writing
command of the B R Woodside, a
?
?
Surprising
As
It
I*
?
?
..
.
“
What
is
Your
Score?
?
”
.
.
.
See
Page
Two
' ing home Monday.
37-Snare
of the Scottish
24- Gain
three-masted schooner. Rising rap
39-ln no manner
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams,
,
Highlanders
26-Void
idly to the position of a well-known
41-Feminins of giant
daughter
Muriel,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Carl
28-Child's hat
APPLETON RIDGE
VERTICAL
WEST WALDOBORO
NORTH HAVEN
captain, he was later in command
44- Long grass stem
Nelsen, daughter Greta, and Mrs.
31-Those who taste
45- A thoroughfare
1-To box
Bertha Rackliff of Rockland spent
33-Pronoun
of the Madeline Cooney, the William J
51>t STREET
School reopened Tuesday with Mrs i Mrs. Lillian Gardiner of Hartford,
(abbr.)
Labor Day marks once again the
2- The darnel
the past week in camp at Lake Me
26-An old musical
I Conn., was a guest last Week at B. L H. Yorkes and the Elizabeth Palmer,
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
3- Worthless leavings 45-Evsning (Poet.)
instrument
gunticook. While there they enter beginning of the exodus of summer Arlene Hoffses. teacher
or.e of the famed Palmer fleet buil‘.
47-Tidings
4- Mixture of flour
Mrs. Fred Merchant of Camden Whitney's.
38-Extracts
tained Mrs. Elizabeth Leach of Bos residents and visitors from North
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SOUTH THOMASTON

Mr and Mrs. P. A. PUnton enter Mrs. Hattie Clark who has been
tained Tuesday Prof, and Mrs. Watts guest of her sisters Mrs. L. 8. Young
of Madison. Wis.
and Mrs. Robert Williams for the past
Robert Patton, Mrs. Marjory Diller fortnight relurned to her home in
and MBs Mary Alexander, who have Massachusetts Priday,
been at Christmas Lodge, left Priday j Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brown, Mrs. Ma
jor their home in Philadelphia.
bel Pelch of Whitinsville, Mass , and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnsen and Ernest Cotton of Worcester were
Forest and Janette Es. -rbrook of gUc.$t£ at the Narragansett Hotel in
Auburndale. Mass, spent the week Rockland over the weekend but spent
end and holidav at their cot.’age.
a great part of the time in South
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Dunn who have Thomaston visiting Mr. aud Mrs.
been spending several weeks at their
farm, have returned to Thomaston. Prank Wade and other relatives and
Mr. and Mrs Harry Wood and old friends.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wood and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley and
three children of Palermo spent Sun children motored to Danvers Satur
day week at Mossbar cot'age, guests day to spend the weekend and holi
day with Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Stanton
of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mann.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Spear. of “‘"1 family
Warren were guests Saturday of Dr
Miss Ethel Holbrook who has had
and Mrs. E. Oeorge Payne and had employment at the Lobster Pot at
the pleasure of a sail on the yacht Friendship during the summer is
Anna.
spending a week's vacation at her
Mr and Mrs D. B. Banta and { home here before returning to Gorthree boys of New Jersey are at their ham Normal School
summer home here for a short , va Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin who is one of
cation.
our smart young people at 80 went to
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights and Boston Saturday night on the boat to
Mis. W. O. Maloney motored to vir it her sister, whom • she has not
Boothbay Sunday.
;een for a long while and who Is 87
A. W. Orne entertained a party of
friends Sunday with his annual years old.
clam bake and corn roast, served Sumner Hopkins and family of
at hls shore and everybody' had all Massachusetts spent the weekend and
they could eat of both corn and ‘hollday htrt with his parents Mr and
clams most deliciously baked to- Mrs. Edw. Hopkins
gether on the rocks covered| with! Vincent Wiggin of Hartford arrived
seaweed.
Hot coffee, sandwiches here Priday night to spend the weekand cake were also served. Mr. and end with hts mother arid sister and
Mrs. R. E. Dunn of Thomaston were to accompany Mrs. W. C. Washburn
present and several from Rockland and daughter Miss Fulvla who have
besides a large number from thts been spending the summer here, cn
place
their return to Hartford Monday.
Mrs. William Boynton of Middle
Mr and Mrs. Robert Williams Sr.
boro. Mats, who ls at her summer with children, grandchildren and inhome at. South Cushing, her brother iaws enjoyed their annual picnic at
Edward McNamara of Boston and spruce Head Sunday at which 30 sat
thelr guest James M. Trask of Wash- down to dinner
lngton. D_ C. were calllers recently, Robert wllhams Jr compleU,d hl4
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HOPE

WHY HE CHANGED HIS BRAND

Arrivals at the Wilder cottage dur- ,
ing the past week were Mrs. Rose j
Wilder, Miss Prances True, E T.
Wilder and H. B. Wilder of Massa
chusetts.
L»,y.
Mrs. Seth Kelley of Woburn, Mass.,1
and friends were in town over thc ,
weekend holidays.
.z
Miss Julia Harwood of Massachu
’a 4
setts recently spent a few days with
7,
I AM ONE OF THEM —
|her parents Mr. and Mrs. A. S Har- |
I NOTICE SO MANY
wood.
I FOUND THAT CAMELS
1 Mrs. Burton Quinn left Monday
MEN INTHE CLUB
ARE BETTER FOR
with her daughter Miss Marior
HAVE CHANGED
Quinn of Worcester who spent the
STEADY SMOKING.
TO CAMELS !
j weekend here.
H. B Coose ts entertaining hls
sister and her husband, Mr and Mrs
Miles Keene of Weymouth, Mass
Irving Keene and Miss Dorothy
Young of Arlington, Mass., were
weekend guests there.
| Among those departing for thelr
1* '
homes this week were Loring Lincoln
to New Jersey: Mrs. Grace Lincoln,
HWer <jefen
yourlcibte
Misses Hope and Constance Lincoln,
i to Waltham, Mass.; Mr and Mrs R
E. Brown and David Brown, West
«V
Newton. Mass.; Rev. and Mrs. Pliny
Miss Carinne left Friday for their
CUSHING
'Allen and family to North Adams
homes In Middleboro and Di rchester,
Mass.; and the Hay family, Ports
MBs Hattie Boggs of South Hope, Mass
mouth, N. H.
Miss Cora E. Fogerty is spending
with Mr and Mrs. John Wilson and
Mr and Mrs. Forest Thomas and Mrs. Richard Wilson of Roslindale, a vacation at the hems of Mr. and
son of Proctor, Vt.. have been visiting Mass, were guests Wednesday of Mr. Mrs. N. W Fogerty.
Mr. and Mrs Eldrtan Orff are on a
thelr grandfather Albion Allen and and Mrs. P. I. Geyer and Mr. and
trip to Canada.
{other members of the Allen family Mrs. Homer Marshall.
Mr and Mis Clarence H. Fogerty
{the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall R Payson, Mr.
[ Capt. and Mrs. A. O. True of and Mrs. Willard Payson, daughter sons Eugene and Richard and Miss
{Greensboro, N. C„ were guests of Mr June and son Willard of West Rox- Clara Webb of Roslindale. Mass., were
■^HW fealures and new departmeots will mark the 17th annual Eastern Slates Ex|mmIUou In Sprlngfleld.
and Mrs. L. P. True a few days last bufy were in town over the weekend in town for the holiday guests of
Mina A. Woodcock
L s Mass., from Sept. 17 to 23 Inclusive. Sperial events include Governors' Hay observancen, Sunday and
week.
and holiday.
*
Monday, Sept. 17 and IM, dynamometer horse pulling eontewta, New England ( hamplonsldp woodeliop- ' Services at the church last Sunday
William Hall and Pben Davis were
plng contest, junior music festival, championship sheep dog trials, cat and dog shows, oratorical con
SWAN'S ISLAND
were conducted by Rev Guy Robbins in Rockland Wednesday.
tests, daily evhihltlons hy >*igiit home hitch, livestock sales, etc., together with hundreds uf highly spe
who preached a very interesting serMr and Mrs. Oscar Wooster of
cialized exhibits and displays.
mon.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Stanley of
Rcckland were guests of her brother
Portland are visiting relatives here
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Hoffman of W. E. Hall Sunday.
George Hubbell, daughter Mrs. tor a few days.
the flrst time ln eight years tho four ft"nfror?;,C?>nn L?n<1 Mrs
PORT CLYDE
VINALHAVEN
7
lett
of
Allston,
Mass.,
are
visitors
ln
of New York Lnl*“.at
White Head CoVt
Misses Marion and Esther Hawkes
Horace
Potter, granddaughter Helen
sons met .ygetner at tne ola uowv-i ;; ,
. University who with his family have Ouard Station Saturday and together
Potter. Blanche Shepherd and Mrs. of Kennebunk were recent RUe.sts of
stead. Mrs Ames was much pleased “’k*
^..uT,
Union
Church
Circle
wil!
serve
Mr.
and
Mr.s.
Pred
Ingerson
and
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Barrett and Walter Grieger of East Haven. Conn., Mr. and Mrs NeLson Morse and Mr.
been guests of Dr and Mrs E Oeorge with his wife and little daughter, his daughter Alice, and Mr. and Mis. supper at the vestry tonight at 5.30 to have her sons and all the grand
and Mrs. Ferd MorsePayne, left last Thursday for their brother Alton and another brother Salter of Attleboro, Mass., spent tne.There will be a men's table. Dr. A. I. children present on the occasion family recently motored to Quebec. were at Saints Refuge last week.
Richard and his wife and two sons
Mr. and Mrs Edward Wver of Mel
home in New York city.
An
appetizing
chicken
dinner
sup

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Llnekln
at

Miss Carolyn Smith received the
Oliver of Lewiston, State s uperin who have been spending thelr vaca weekend in town.
• • • •
plemented by roast pork and clam rose. Mass., were callers on Mrs. C. A. tended a family party at the home of rites cf baptism and united with the
Mrs. Minnie Wilson and son Wood- Undent of the Methodist conference
thTm^ menu Dunton recently.
tion here, went to Whitinsville for the
,
his sister Mrs. Arthur Henry ln Baptist Church Sunday morning.
Lester-Orne
row of Thomaston were visitors at will be present to organize a Union with plenty of swee'.i on the side
winter Tuesday.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson has returned Thomaston Sunday when 16 relatives Rev. W. C. Gsgood officiating at the
A very pretty wedding took place Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jackson and Mr. and Mrs. Pred Seavey's last week Church men's class. An. orchestra
..
, Those present were Mrs. Ella E. from a visit with relatives ln Lin- enjoyed dinner on the iawn.
baptismal service.
on the afternoon of Aug. 31 at trie Miss Medora Thorndike of Malden.
J. Howard Randall and friend have wU1 lurnish selections and the male Ames Mr and Mrs Lavon -p Ames colnvllle. Mrs. Payson attended the
Mrs. F. L. Maloney ls ill poor health,
Miss Irma Morse has been spend
sing,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde O. Ames, Mr. and recent meeting of the Three-Quarter and is attended by Dr. Hahn ot
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ansel W Mass., who have been visiting rela- returned to Campello, Mass., after <luartet'
ing a few days in Kennebunk and
Orne when their youngest daughter tives here for the
fortnight re spending two weeks with Mr. and Elizabeth Guilford is the guest of Mrs. Carl L. Ames. C. Meservey P Century Club held at Port Williams. Friendship.
Portland.
Ames, Miss Marjorie A. Ames. Lavon
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman and
...
u.ni» H.
u turned
Malden Carler
Tuesday.ot Miiford Mrs. Sidney Davis at the Nanatuck. relatives in Castine.
Miss Orpha Killeran and Miss Lois
Miss ,,
Marion n
Orne and Philip
i M)s£ toHester
Miss Kelley and Miss Elsenhauer' My' and
and dau^r T. Ames, Jr., Miss Lucy E. Ames, Miss Miss Muriel Childs of South Hope Hallowell of Brockton have icturned Jud Stinson who has been fishing
Lester of Portland were united in \{ass who has been the guest ot hcr of West Somerville. Mass., returned Shirley who have been guests of Mr Hope J. Ames and a cousin of the were guests Sunday at R. E. Ludwith Capt. Edgar Smith, in Sch.
trom thelr motor trip which extended Sunapee during the spring and sum
marriage. Rev. E.H. Timberlake
cousins Misses Susie and Helen home Sunday after spending the past
Mrs. Alfred Raymond left Tues- family Mtss Annie O. Conant. It Is wig's.
to
Chicago
and
the
Century
ut
Prog

hoped that the get-together may be
officiated, using the single ring serv- Sleeper for a week past returned month with Mrs. William Brennan daT ‘or Lowell, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown and son ress Exposition. Miss Kill'ran left mer is at home again.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Birnie and son come an annual affair.
David have returned to their home Saturday for Hinckley, where she is Dr Charles B. Popplestone of
lce. The ceremony was performed home Monday with her mother Mrs
Allen Craven and three friends of
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon T. Ames, ln Newton after spending the summer
beneath a beautiful arch of garden ^nJan\ir\?artera"“
sister and {Boston spent the weekend at the Po' and Miss Roberta McElroy of Wor daughter
to resume her teaching in thc high Rockland was weekend guest of Mr.
Marjorie and son Lavon here.
cester are guests of his mother Mrs
husband Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Con Castle.
and Mrs. Prank Bridges.
school
at Good Will Parm.
flowers and ferns in the bay window way wno were guests of W. P. Slcepwere
guest-,
at
the
Ames
Parm
dur

Margaret Birnie
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Burton and
Several from this town attended
Howard
Miller
of
Thomaston
has
Mrs.
A.
E.
Palmer
and
Miss
Mar...
_
..
,
ing
the
past
week.
Miss
Lucy
E.
of the living rcom.
cr and daughters over the weekend. jorie Palmer have returned to their
Ruth JVahI“ian, r'lurned Ames is also visiting her grand- faintly of Monhegan were callers re been visiting his grandparents Mr the ball game in Stonington Sunday.
The bride who Is a very attractive Mrs. Elizabeth Whitmore of New home in Cliftondale. Mass., alter
J™ Squirrel Island
The score was 10-6 in favor of Ston
1 mother Mrs. Ella Ames there for a cently on Mr. and Mrs. Raymond and Mrs. B. 8. Geyer.
young person made a charming pic York is guest of her cousin Miss
Ludwig.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Browtfof Bos
Mrs. L. S. Miller returned Sunday ington.
ture as she entered t.he room escort Louise Butler since thelr return from spending two weeks with Mrs. Walter ton are in town for a vacation of twe few days.
Mrs. Cordelia Bartlett of Boston is from Knox Hospital where she was a
Will Holmes and several others from
ed by her father, gowned in pale a trip to The Century of Progress and Simmons.
visiting at the Quinn home.
weeks
surgical patient for appendicitis.
Lewis Benner of the Kittery Point
APPLETON
MILLS
green satin and carryipg a shower an extensive automobile tour which
Mrs. Prances Eugley ol Lincolnville Mrs. Willis Vinal of Warren re this place are In Houlton where they
Miss
Ebba
Kalloch,
who
has
been
U. S. C. G. is spending three weeks
“T.
bouquet of sweet peas baby breath look them Into Canada and all points | with
ls visiting her nephew C. A. Dunton. cently entertained a party of friends have employment on the road
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sher,
a’7* Mrr Almond
! Saturday niRht was "banner night”
and penxles. Miss Belle Orne her of lnterest cnroute
It
is
regretted
that
two
of
our
|
Several attended the last church
Miller, has returned to Rockland.
Popular young ladies in the high service of the season which was held at bridge at her cottage here.
sister wa, bridesmaid, and Charles Harold Racknff and Miss Oeneva man Benner.
for the social in regard to proceeds.
Mrs. Elizabeth Carlon and daugh
Crozier was best man. Following he
q{
weekend Mrs. Prank Moolan, son Henry and ter Mrs. DorLs Groth of Newton chool here, Miss Ruth Mitchell a Sunday. A special feature was the Mrs D. T. Rivers, Misses Mabelle The committee in charge was the
and
Alice
Rivers,
Ethan
Morrtsson.
boys and girls of the Eaptist Sunday
XTX^nnieonnle e hvlm here with his mother Mrs. Helen Crosby Ames of Matinicus and Mrs. Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs lenior and Miss Dorothy Robbins, christening of Faith Elizabeth, infant
which tne nappy couple lei. hy auto. _ ..... _ _ _
._
a Junior, are to enter Union High daughter of Mr. and Mrs Raymond Joseph McCormick and Clarence school, assisted by Mrs. Karel Staples,
destination a secret amid a shower RadUdf- Mr.
el”ploy- John Eaton and daughter of Everett. Owen Roberts.
Johnson of Brighton, Mass., spent the {and the amount taken in was $34.13.
Mass., spent the past week with Mrs. Mrs. L. R. Smith entertained Sat '.his fall. They will be greatly missed Ludwig.
of rice and confetti. They are to ment *’lth the Hood Rubber Co.
weekend and holiday at the Rivers' , Many thanks are due to thc summer
Miss Thelma Murphy has been a
Horace
Benner.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
N.
Hobbs
and
Mr.
urday
Mrs
H.
M.
Noyes
of
North
Ha

reside ln Hollis, where they will be Mr- and Mrs- w- C. Parmenter
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy were in at farm.
guests who so kindly contributed to
Lewis
Benner
of
Kittery
Point
and
ven. Mrs. Glidden of New York, Miss Clarence Ames for a few days.
at home after Sept. 6
(Etta Halil of Kent's Hill were
Mr. and Mrs James Dunn of East j the funds.
tendance visitors' day at Augusta.
Out of town guests at the wedding guests of Mr and Mrs. Oscar Bassick Miss Irena Wincapaw of Friendship Alice Gould of Connecticut and Mr.s
Pepperell,
Mass.,
spent
the
weekend
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Sprowl and
Members of the Whyte and Noyes
were Mrs John Lester, Miss Belle Thursday. Mr. and Mrs. Bassick visited Mr and Mrs. Horace Benner Mabel Wooster of Boston.
and holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Sprowl of Seairsmont have
NORTH WALDOBORO
Orne and Charles Crozier of Port-1 went to Kent's Hill Friday to spend Saturday.
Mrs William Benner entertained been spending a few days in Bewrly, families went to Bar Harbor Sunday. D. L. Maloney. ‘
land, and Miss Annie Fillmore of the holiday with them.
John Farnsworth of South Port the Washington Club Priday In honor Mass, and vicinity.
Beverly Geyer is attending high
Presque Isle.
Mr. and Mrs. Pred Bowers of Win- land has been a guest at the home of of Mrs. Eva Smith. Mrs. Lillian Treat
SOUTH WARRi.a
school In Thomaston.
Mr and Mrs. Everett Shuman. W.
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hope
Mrs. Lester is a young lady of throp. Mass., were weekend and holi- Sidney Davis.
and Mrs. Louise Cooper.
Avis Maloney is a sophomore In the P Teague and Margaret Calderwood
has
been
visiting
her
grandsons
Earl
sterling character, and beloved by all day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Zebedee
Mrs
A.
A.
Peterson.
Mrs.
A.
M
Miss Marion Davis has returned
{ Ten members of Good Will Orange Waldoboro High School.
attended Knox Pomona which was
Sprowl.
She graduated from Thomaston Simmons. They were accompanied | to Orange Mass, after a Visit with Cassie and Miss Mabel Carlon enter- ind ,Walter
,,
.
.
, .
{attended Pomona at Union Saturday;
Miss Ethel Browne has returned held Saturday with Seven Tree
A jolly party of young ptopk from ,Mrs Anne Buck],
p„
High School, class of 1929 Mr. by llt,Ue Miss Marjorie Wiggin 9-year- her parents Mr. and Mrs. Sidney tained recently at bridge at the home
orkland were
weie gue.
guesl-s of Sherman Mr. and Mrs. n
A Copeland. Mr.s from Old Orchard where She was the Grange in Union.
Lestcr has during his short stay here ojd daughter of Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Davis. She was accompanied by her jof Mrs. Peterson. Pour tables were Rorkland
O. A
Mr and Mrs. Harrv Ames of Towns
made many friends. He has emn.oy- Wiggin who has been visiting rela brother Sidney Davis Jr. who will at play and honors went to Mrs ® V. Ames at his coUage on Sennebec Mina Rines. Miss Minnie Ludwig. i guest of friends for a few weeks.
Ned Ames of the C.C.C. at Patten Is end. Mass., are passing a few days at
ment with the N T. Pox Lumber Uves in Massachusetts for several attend high school in Orange.
I Drew, Mrs. Joseph Kittredge. Mrs. shore Sunday evening.
Mrs Rose Marshall. Mrs. Rosa Cut lat home on a furlough,
their home in this place.
Co. of Portland. The best wishes of; wetlcs
Miss Hittie Waterman who has ting, Albert Jordan and William
Mrs' Sarnh Seavey spent Friday in {Vaughn Johnson, Mrs. Elmer Simi Mlrs Edna Ames was at home over
Mr.- Abbie Mank is ill and is at
many friends are that they may hav? i
_ __
. ... | Thomaston guest of Mrs. Minnie, mers.
been
visiting
her
mother
this
sum

King.
„ n».
.t happiness and prosMr.
and Mrs., ..
Faunce
Thorndike
j the weekend.
tended by Dr Warren Sanborn.
a .long
life of
.
,.
,
mer
has
returned
to
her
home
in
Wilson
'
'
Prank
Whitney,
who
spent
the
D
, and young son of Malden were weekMrs. Edna Beal of Phillips ts visit
Mr.s Alice Gray, daughters Louise,
W R. Walter is having his house
™ y'
____________
{end guests of Mr. and Mrs William ' Mrs. Alice Gale and son of Palmer, holiday at Set O' Sun cottage. Shore Boston.
ing her mothtr Mrs. Alice Spear. "f Venlse. Calif., and Ethelynne and painted, George Benner doing the
The
high
school
principal.
S.
E.
Ma
c
s„
recently
Spent
several
days
Acres, returned to Rockland Tuesday.
'Clements.
Other
recent
guests
were
Mrs
Arthur
work.
EAST UNION
-Leopold Paving Co started a large Eaton, will board at Mrs. Amy Alden of Arlington. Mass, and Mau •on Ralph of Holbrook, Mass , were
The annual sale and supper was { with Mrs. Franklin Trussell.
at B 8. Geyer's Saturday.
Lucy Trowbridge who has been
Esancy’s this year.
Rev Lester 8pencer of New York crew of men at work Sept. 5.
j held by the Ladies' Aid in the Grange
rice Hatch of Arlington whpse lamily
Mr and Mr.s. Thompson qf New boarding at Peter Hildebrandt's the
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs passed the summer here, returning
Miss Elizabeth Clayter has returned
Leola Wellman of Portland was a hall Friday and very satisfying { visited friends in town last week.
Haven. Conn., are occupying B. 8. past few months is now in South
The Baptist Sunday school held its from a visit with Miss Alrria Libby Clarence Ames were Alonzo Hawkes, with him Tuesday.
weekend guest at the home of her financial results were obtained in
Waldoboro.
j Geyer's cottage.
summer
picnic
last
Thursday
at
son
Nathan
grandson
Nathan.
Jr.,
uncle. Clifford Wellman
in
Wollaston,
Mass.
spite of the short notice given of the
Mrs. R. E. Cutting attended the { Among the recent visitors at the
Raymond Borneman and family of
.Drift Inn. and the usual good time Donald Patterson and friend re and granddaughter Barbara from
C. E. Wellman entertained Sunday event.
funeral of her cousin Mrs. Ethel McNamara-Boynton home have been Warren w-ere at Elva Borneman's
guests. Mr. and Mrs. George Well Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Dean, son was enjoyed.
turned Monday to Massena. N. Y Boston. Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Thomas, Orover ln Thomaston Friday
James Fiske of Washington, D. C. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Benner of Mrs. Mary Willey of Cambridge. and Hartford Talbot 3d< of Cam
man. Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Curtis and Lawrence and Mrs. Dean's father Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Memtt RoDlnson of Mr. and Mrs Herbert Thompson and
children of Rockland, Mrs. Curtis, Fernald. all of Portland were at their 1 Rockland visited his parents Mr. and Mass., is the guest of Mrs. James den. Mr. and Mrs. Prank Thomas of
Calais and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sher Lynn were calling on frienos here children Virginia. Betty, Robert and
Mrs. Sherman Benner Wednesday ot Dicgenson at Lane's Island.
Mr. and Mrs Samuel Randa'.l and summer home here QVer
last week
Billy of New Haven, Conn., and Mr
son of Boston and Mr. and Mrs. LesMr. and Mrs. Harold Arey returned man and daughter Lola of Albion. Wednesday.
Miss Eunice Thompson of Matini Monday to their home ln Waterbury. Recent supper guests of Mr. and
{and Mrs. Harrigan of Bangor. The
ter Merrill of South Hope.
Mrs.
Mabel
St
Clair
has
been
a
It’s ainasiiig how thin tormenting
Mistress: Please don't let me catch cus ts visiting her grandparents Mr
Mrs. Ames were Mrs. Alice Dough visitor for a few days at Mansfield {Thompson children assisted by Anna
Conn.
I^Lel Xa^of CambrSe50 M^
y0Ur fnends ln lhe
trouble- wherever it occurs—
erty and son Carleton of Camden Robinson's, Spear road.
and Mrs. Sherman Benner.
Carinne
have
been
holding
some
very
Henry Oross left Monday for Fair- and Mrs. Jennie Waterman.
yields to soothing
amusing
shows
in
the
barn,
which
were recent visitors in this place.
j
;
field.
S. H. Creighton ts having hts build
Mr. and Mrs. George Livingstone Maid. I don t mean to, mum; but
have
been
visited
and
enjoyed
by
sev

Priday, Sept. 8, Str. Vinalhaven,
STICKNEY CORNER
ings painted. Percy Lermond wielding
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
after spending the summer months you do bob ar°und ao!
eral both adults and children. Mr
for this day only, will leave Vinalha
the brush.
at their home here, have returned to
Boynton, Edward McNamara and
ven
for
Rockland
at
3
45
p.
m.
via
Charles
Everett.
64.
died
Saturday
Rockville- will play off all post
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR
Mr. and Mrs. J. Whitney Llniken
Providence.
NU-VI-TA HFRB A IRON TONIC
after a few days' illness. Mr. Everett North Haven to connect with the 6.20 poned games tn the Big Five League and daughter Inez nt Worcester who
Nine pupils went to Union High 1. It cleanses the system.
had been a resident of this town train for New York.
starting Sunday. If we do not hear were guests of relatives in Thomas
School Tuesday morning from this 2 It purifies the blood.
many years, coming here from Ban A utility shower was given Mrs. from the teams listed on the sched ton over the holiday called on their
3.
It
improves
the
appetite.
place. Those who entered this year 4. It aids Digestion.
gor when a small bo>. and he was a Clifton Porter of Somerville, Mass., ule it is understood that we will old friends here Sunday.
Shirley Morton, Donald Hilt, Wood- 5. It tones up the system.
Saturday evening by Mrs. E. C. Mac play them and lf they do not show
Mrs. Alice Jordan of Brunswick and
row Oould and Marjorie Davis.
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to good neighbor and kind friend. He
leaves two sisters Mrs Nellie Laidlow intosh and Mrs. Everett Libby at the up we will claim a forfeit. Cut out. Miss Mildred Jordan of Camden. N.
correct Constipation.
The several camps closed last week
It is guaranteed safe and reliable.
of Edgartown, Mass., w’ho tenderly home of the latter. Mrs. Porter the schedule and lf you cannot play J„ were recently callers at W. K
after a successful season and the girls 7.
Freedman Medicine Co., Stonington. Me cared for him in his last Illness and (Edith Libby) is the daughter of Mr. let us know In due time.
Jordan's.
returned to thelr respective homes.
61-T-W
Sunday, Sept. 10—Battery P, at Grange opened last Thursday night
Mrs. Ida Folsom; also several nieces and Mrs. Charles S. Libby, formerly
home
two
games.
of
this
town.
It
was
a
complete
sur

and nephews The funeral was held
with fairly good attendance and a
Tuesday. Sept. 12—Pirates, at flne meeting was held.
{Monday at the chapel and Interment prise to Mrs. Porter who supposed she
\LL/
home,
one
game.
was invited to a bridge party. She
was in Jefferson in the family lot.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Maxey and
Thursday, Sept. 14—South Thom
z
) Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Harbons of was asked to step into the living
C. J. Copeland left Saturday for
a
aston
at
South
Thomaston.
{Mansfield, have returned home after room to see a treasure ship, and
Providence. They were accompanied
spending the holiday with Mrs. Har- really found one filled with gifts from, Sunday, Sept. 17—Rockport, at as far as Beverly. Mass., by Mrs. Ern
APPETITFS snap to attention
home
two
games.
bon's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Hill. a large party of old schoolmates and
X*. when a bowlful of Shredded
Monday, Sept. 18—Snipers at. Ce est Lermond who has been visiting
aw -fl
lrlends
awaiting
her
arrival.
Re

Mr. and Mrs R. J Sargent returned
for two weeks at Oeorge Lermond's
Wheal greets them al breakfastment Plant.
home Saturday from Needham, freshments, games and cards round
time. And what’s more, this vi
Wednesday. Sept. 20—Battery P. Misses Lucy Adams and Kathryn
V'C.
Mass., where they were guests of Mr ed out the evening of pleasure. Mr. at Thomaston.
Maxey will be Mrs. Lermond's guests
tally different food has a way of
and Mrs. Porter have been enjoying a
and Mrs. Philip Olson.
waking up your youth as well as
Priday, Sept. 22—Snipers at home. for a few days. The auto party re
(^iciaC TuU o/
"A
your appetite.
Mr. and Mrs Stephen Andrews of vacation of two weeks at Camp Mer► <*A’
Sunday, Sept. 24—Clark Lsland at turned Monday accompanied by Mrs.
Rhode Island and Mr. and Mrs rimacs, Shore Acres. They returned Rockland, two games.
A
Laura Copeland who has been visiting
l\
This is the reason: Shredded
S/tOiV:
I Stephen Sidelinger of Massachusetts Monday to thelr home ln Somerville,
Wheat is whole wheat with all its
Note: “At home” means the Rock in Providence for two weeks with
vital elements. It brings you pro
{are guests of Merl and Burt Sidlinger. Mass.
port fleld. All night games to start Mrs. Alice Lermond. Mr. and Mrs
teinsand minerals,carbohy
J Clarence Jr. and Carl Laidlow of
The family of Mrs. Ella E. Ames at 5.30 sharp. Sunday games at Joseph Maxey of Thomaston have
l 300 candlepower h-jlit. equal
drates and vitamins, and
1 Medford, Mass., who have been spend-{ held a long planned anniversary 1.30.
been caretakers.
bran measured by Nature.
'
fo 20 common oil lomps
{ing a vacation with their grand- {gathering Priday of last week, Por
Lauri Mondean, manager.
Mrs. Rosa Cutting. Mrs. Annie Page,
Just 1OO‘ e wholewheat with
| mother Mrs. Nellie Laidlow returned
Mrs. Anne Bucklin and Mrs. Mina
nothing added, nothing
Rines and Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Jor
home Priday.
■Z i^veraqe cost to user only
taken away!
dan attended the Robinson reunion
Try Shredded Wheat for at
50i per month.
ln St. Oeorge last Thursday.
LIBERTY
-I
least ten mornings and see howCharles Woodcock and hls crew of
IX
-3 Durable, safe-cant spill
good it is! It's ready cooked,
blueberry pickers have been harvest
ready to eat. Yes, ready to giie a
Dr. and Mrs. H. A. Brown of Nor- i
Z/T\' ■
ing a crop at Swansville. Kenneth
fuel even if tipped over
real youthful lift to every busy day.
mal, Ill., and Mrs. Walter Ordway !
Pales has been trucking the blue
were In attendance Visitors’ Day, j
Compare the COST,
berries to Winslow Mills.
Sept. 1 at Augusta.
Many extraordinary virtues have
the QUALITY, the SAFETY
Mr and Mrs. E. C. Cutting or
Mrs. Ruby Hoit spent several days {
South PorUand are at the Cutting
been credited to tea. Salada Tea
the past week ln Houlton.
and you II always use a
farm.
Walter Flint was weekend guest of
Mrs. Rachel Overlock has been
claims only this—that it provides
Mrs. Ruby Holt.
guest the past week of her brother
the finest cup of pure refreshment
Dr. and Mrs. Franz Leyonborg re
Wbtn you set Niagara Falls
Ralph Libby ln Belmont, Mass.
on the package, you KNOW
cently attended services at the Luth
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Simmons
wi oo oua Mn
it
is
possible
to
secure.
you bate Shredded II heat.
eran Church in Waldoboro.
have been visiting relatives ln North
The S?wlng Circle will meet Sept.
Anson.
19 with Mrs. C. H. Bagley.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Wood and
Miss Clara Leyonborg, a teacher at
daughter Barbara of • Camden were
SEE YOUR tOCAL DEALER
the Westfield Teachers' College, has
callers Sunday at O A. Copeland's.
or writo us
(LA-I1X)
returned to her duties after spending
Miss Alice Puller of Rockland ls
THE COLEMAN LAMP & STOVE COMPANY
the summer with her parents Dr. and
the guest of her aunt Mrs. W. O.
SSS-A Counce.
Mrs. Leyonborg.
WidiMa, Kana. Philadelphia, Pa. Chicago, III. Loa Angalaa, Calif.
A product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “Uneeda Bakers’*
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exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25
Mr and Mrs. Henry Grindell, ton Gave Reading of His Poems Before
cents,
three
times
for
50
cents.
Addi

a
Thomaton
Audience
John and daughter Priscilla and
Flying Squadron Speaker, “Joan D’ Arc Of Prohibition,’ tional lines five cents each for one time, HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale—din
Roderick Edgett of Belmont. Mass ,
10 cents for three times. Six words ing table, chairs, refrigerator and other
An appreciative aud.cnce greeted
make a line.
were guests over the holiday of Mrs.
Tells What Repeal Means
furniture. Call Tuesday, Sept. 5 at
Mary Berg and Miss Alice Oliver at Prof' Wilbert. Snow Friday evening
501 OLD COUNTY ROAD. Rockland, or
♦
♦
•*
r
Tel.
Camden 8266
105-107
•* '
the Oliver homestead. Oyster River.
when he delivered his lectu:!' on
♦
♦
The Beta Alpha Club will have a modern poets in Thomaston, under
FOR
SALE
—
Several
hundred
Rhode
A well attended "regional rally”' cidents there, saying, that, if we
Island Red pullets. March and April
cooked food sale on the Baptist
was held at the First Baptist Church should have the same proposition
hatched, all laying or ready to lay. Re
the
auspices
of.
St
John
Baptist
Church lawn Friday afternoon at 1.30.
turnable crates loaned to out of town
here, it would be staggering.
Tuesday night. Rev. George W. CurIf stormy the sale will be in R. W. Episcopal Church.
.a
I »
I buyers. STOVER FEED MFO. CO., on
Miss Brown declared that a vote for
THREE BLACK suit cases lost Thura- track at 86 parfc gt„ Rockland, Just beWalsh's store.
A more interesting or magnetic
rier, pastor of the Rockport Baptist repeal wouid be construed by the day p. m. between Rockport. Owl s Head ,ow Armouril. Tel 1200.
107-109
Mrs. Carl Oray will speak at the speaker than Prof. Snow would be
Ohurch, led in congregational sing- wets as a vote for repeal of the State and St. Oeorge Reward Finder notify ------ -----------------------------------------------------STATE POLICE. Thomaston.
105*107
get YOUR cauliflower now while
Baptist vestry Thursday evening at
ing. Rev. C. E. Brooks, pastor cf law and constitutional amendment
a panvahs covF'R lost between Lin- they are cheap, also tomatoes, cucum7 30. Her subject will be “The Book difficult t.o And. He is not the
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church, as well as for repeal on the National colnvllle and Camden. Friday afternoon
F^RREWSTH?'"S B“d -nnlnK
stereotyped
speaker
often
appearing
of Revelation."
Reward.
Return to PINE TREE TRANS- OEORGE BREWSTER, 43 Rankin St.
Rockland, read the scripture lesson issue and said that a vote for repeal
105-107
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Lineken and before the public, but adopts an in
FER
CO..
Thomaston.
Tel.
77
105-107
,
Tel
48-W.
_________________
and offered prayer, and Rev. Walter is a vote to bring back the saloon
daughter Ina of Worcester, Mass., timate and easy manner which es
the
Ding-dong
go
FEMALE
hound
lost,
white
with
black
FOR
SALE
—
Four
Police
pups,
five
S. Rounds, pastor of the Rockland
She declared that Maine carries
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. tablishes a subtle bond between him
tan spots, answers to name ol months old Two pure bred blue tick
Congregational Church, introduced more than one forty-eighth weight and
the
school
bells
of
self
and
his
audience.
He
wanders
"Chum."
TEL
1084
or
238.
107-109
hound
pups.
4
months
old.
Large
White
Arthur J. Henry.
the speaker of the evening. Miss Nor- and If Maine can hold the line, wc
Mr. and Mrs. Tims of Wood- about, the stage, takes his time, yet
land—and active feet ma C. Brown, vice president of the will know that the drys will be electri
at,3"-* °f nOt‘tY.a
M- g^on^ck^ae SST
fords were holiday guests of Mr. and never is there a lagging moment in
respond in smart Flying Squat on, sometimes referred fled in at least 12 other States We
Mrs. James Williamson, Gleason interest. Touches of humor, subtle
to as the Joan D Are of prohibition need a dry victory now.
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss Rockland, Just below Armour’s.
Tel.
and
infectious
are
interwoven
with
street.
shoes like these!
of deposit book numbered 31074 and the 1200.
_____________
107-109
| Miss Brown said that, when the
—---------------Mr. and Mrs. iC. J. Copeland of the subject manner which is always
owner of said book asks for duplicate ln
people of the United States got the
100 EARLY Rhode lsland Red pullets
accordance with the provisions of the
WARREN
Dorchester and Mrs. Fred C. Greene presented in an original and con
State Law ROCKLAND SAV1NOS BANK. for sale. OTTO MICHELSON. Cushing.
Eighteenth Amendment, they quit
of Watertown. Mass . spent the week vincing manner. Readings from his
By EDWARD J. HELLIER. Treas Rock- ; Maine.__________________________ 107*109
and those who had done the most for
end and holiday in the home of Fred poems are incomparably given—
Mr and Mrs. Charles Wilson and land Maine Sept. 7. 1933
107*Th 113
RUGS hooked and braided, old and
with
dramatic
color,
sensitiveness
prohibition,
in
the
past,
seemed
to
,
wh0
have
been
camping
at
new. well made Price reasonable. MRS.
Redman.
and
sincerity.
G.
S. BLACK. 10 Sweetland St.. City.
feel
that
the
Federal
government
r
Seven
-jree
Pond,
returned
to
their
Fred Bucklin returned Tuesday
_________________________________ 107*109
Recently Prof Snow has made a
would do it all and that there was no home Sunday.
from a short visit in New York city. departure
into poems for children,
FOR SALE Your favorite brew. Old
I further local Obligation on the peo- ]
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Closson ano
T. Arthur Whitaker of Boston, is
England Ale. $2.40 per case; Old Heldelmeet the demand in his own
' pie to see that the law was enforoed
two children and Mrs. Herbert New to
i
brau
Beer. $2 40 per case Michel, $2 40
She said that this “let down" in re- spending » W days with his daughfamily as he explained, and read
per case. Each case contains 24 bottles.
bert motored to Jefferson Lake Sunsponsibility was worse ln Maine and! ter
Hard Hand
. n j
e.ai.
i one of these “The Giant and the
Add
50
cents for case and bottles, to all
HOUSE-KEEPING position wanted
other States like Maine that had had granddaughter Mrs. Chester Tracy at Neat. Reliable
Whale." which his adult, audience
Excellent character mall orders which are returnable.
and on Mrs. Newbert's nephew. Les | also enjoyed.
Leave
city
If
necessary
Write
J.
L.
care
STOVER
FEED MFO. CO on track at 86
State Prohibition.
I ®a4t Warren.
104*109 Park St . Rockland. Juat below Armour's.
lie Thompson and wife at North Wal
Interspersing the program were
Now. by reason of the lack of local! Mrs. Nelson Moore spent the hall- Courier-Gazette.
Tel. 1200
105-107
doboro.
OIRL for general housework. Inquire
| violin duos by Misses Phyllis Belasco
support. conditions have developed day with her mother Mrs. E. H. Ring MODERN
FOR SALE Your favorite brew. Old
PANTS CO., opp. Rankin
Mrs.
E.
P.
Starrett.
Mrs.
H
B
Shaw
. ... „ ,
..
.
„ land Hazel Harrison, and contralto
England Ale. J2 4O per case; Old HcldelI that have resulted in the situation in at Matlnlcus.
block. Main St., between 12 and 1.
;?.d”1Sf.“StarTettspentTueS-|solos by Mrs Gladys Morgan. Miss
107-109 brau Beer. $2 40 per case; Michel. 62 40
which
we
now
And
ourselves.
SubMr
and
Mrs.
Chester
Tracy
and
..
.
per case Each case contains 24 bottlea.
day in Augusta.
Alcada Hall and Miss Margaret G.
, mission of the proposed constitutional family have been guests of Rufus Teel OPPORTUNITIES wanted for High ( Ad(j 50 cents for case and bottlea. to all
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Huber of Me Stahl were accompanists. The stage
School
girls
to
work
board
TEL
324-W
„)a|i orders which are returnable.
] amendment to the States is not re- at Teel's Island.. Mr. Teel is greatNEW FALL OXFORDS
chanicsburg. Penn., are guests of Mr had decorations of late summer
'Q?-!09 STOVER FEED MFO CO . on track at 86
peal.
but
it
is
the
flrst
step
and
that,
]
grandfather
to
the
Tracy
children,
and Mrs. E. T. Dornan.
PROBATE WORK wanted. Eleven Park St . Rockland. Just below Armour's.
flowers, arranged by Misses Alice and
1 through the act of Congress, has be- j and fS jn his 98th year,
105-110
years' experience In Probate Office Tel. 1200
CHILDREN’S
Mrs. Clara Wallace of Union is Hilda George. An informal recep
Broguish
EDNA
M PAYSON. 81 Orace St. Tel
come
an
accomplished
fact.
Mrs
Q
race
Campbell,
who
nas
been
FOR SALE—Large variety of light used
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Achorn, tion was held at Knox Hot.tl to meet
• • • •
Including Ford. Chevrolet and Ply
Patents
receiving medical treatment at Port 163-M____________________________ 105-tf cars.
Leather Heels
Green street.
Mr. and Mrs. Snow. Refreshments
POSITION as chef or order cook want mouth at popular prices. FREDERICK
land
spent
the
weekend
and
holiday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
R
Brown
and
The
second
step
is
ratification
of
U
WALTZ.
165 Broadway. Tel. 392-M
ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY.
„ , , .
. u
, ,
«,
served by a committee of
Brown
107-109
the proposed amendment and it re- with her family here.
son Earl, sister and brother-in-law ot wonjen from the church Noted in
Orace St.. City.
’tf
Underpriced on Today’s
FOR SALE—Direct from the manufac
I quires at least three-fourths of the
Mrs. Earl F Woodcock, with friends
audience were Miss Anna CoughMrs. C. F. Clark of Weymouth, Mass
— — — — — »
? turer. a carload of "Presto" preserve
Mr and Mrs. Bowling of Cape Eliza-i Un and her niece Mrs Marv Carrillo,
States to do away with the Eighteenth |g visiting Mr and Mrs. Edward Sea- 4 — — — —
Replacement Value
Jars at the lowest price ever sold for
beth. visited Mr. and Mrs. Woodcock
students of poetry, and Miss
.________
I these extra heavy Standard Fruit Jara.
Amendment, which means that it is, vey
, ♦ «»«__________
———• .______
» anxnwn
Sunday.
{ Virginia Healey of Framingham.
AA. A and C Widths
t Pints. 77c doz : Quarts 87c doz.; Two
necessary to have 36 States vote for | Weekend guests of Mr and Mrs
Quarts. 6123 doz. Only 2000 dozen of
the repeal amendment and national
Wlley and M
Hilda Post »
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings and
. whose verse has attracted atthese Standard Jars offered for sale at
I
constitutional
prohibition
will
stiU
^
^^
Ynd
Mrs
Elmer
Post,
daugh-I
•
............................................................
children. Mr and Mrs. Vernon Achorn : tention by its charm and promise.
LADIES-Reliable nalr goods at Rock- these low prices, and subject to manuand daughter and Ralph Gillis spent
____________
ln force if 13 States refuse eo ratify ter Louise and twin sons Raymond land
Mall
orders
facturer's
advance In prices. Buy today
Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t. k!
the time from Saturday night to Mon- THINKING OF THE CHILDREN
the amendment which wouid do away and Ralph of Quincy. Mass.
Tel SIB-.'
),our SUPP'V ,or thia year and next year.
solicited. H. C. RHOD1
105-tf
You
probably
will never buy preserve
day afternoon on Long Island, Friend-_____
with it.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. ------------------------------------ ------- j- Jars again at such low prices. Every
ship. It was the home of Mrs. Hast- J j am thinking of the children: the
| The aim now is to win that number Oeorge Wiley were Mr and Mrs.
CIDER MILL starts Sept flrst. every jar carrtes the manufacturer's name
We specialize in the Expert Fitting of Children’s
there- whlch lnsur„ highest quality. Mall
ings for 15 years.
of States and, tf repeal can thus be Roger Bragdon and family of Wells. Friday. Monday andWednesday
(children whose parents, teacher^ and
alter, making 3 cents gal
and boat orders filled on receipt of check
held back, it will give people an op
___
_____
_____
____
_
Delicious
sweet
cider
30c.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Burgess
and
or p ° order STOVER FEED MFO.
Shoes
Arcana Lodge. K of P . will resume (doctors tell them that intoxicating
portunity to think the matter through Stuart Burgess of Weymouth. Mass . Wc8^ Ro^*port
105
CO. on track at 86 Park St . Rockland.
Its meetings Sept. 13. The lodge has beverages are harmful, that temperand realize what they are doing, spent the weekend with relatives
107-109
WE ARE prepared to make your wool Juat below Armours Tel 1200__________
Enna Jettick Shoes for Ladies will advance Sept. 1 5.
been invited to a clambake and corn ance u r-ht
the only safe ternrather than to have the matter
Into yarn
Write for prices. Also rug
UPRIGHT piano, very reasonable price
and knltung^y^n^r^^samplea ,or qu,e|t
CAm 16S-R
10?-108
roast with the Camden lodge next
rushed through with little thought I, htre.
Buy Now! At the Old Price!
Those who attended the Big League free H A BARTLETT, Harmony. Me
Sunday in Camden.
perance ls abstinence. Are these parbut to go with the majority. Many game at Boston, Sunday .'Boston Braves
ANTIQUE chamber set for sale. Santo
104-115
Domingo mahogany, ln flrst class con
Mr and Mrs George B Mathews ents and teachers and doctors wrong?
bemoan the fact that beer has come
SEWING MACHINES, new and secondPrice right. Write A. B. C.. this
“
back, which was formerly the bev vs. New York Giants: Silas Watts. hand. 610 upwards. Parts and repairs dition.
who have spent their vacation with jy they are right, is it more logical for
___________________________107*109
erage basis of 90': of the liquor traf John DureH. Harlan Spear. Arnold tor all makes. SINGER SEW iuACH OInce
Mrs Mathews' sister. Miss Jessie a Government to repeal a restrictive
HOR&E
for sale, weight 1600. good
Mr. and Mrs? Maynard CO 393 Main St.. Rockland. Te) 66-J
flc. but the stand of public official*. Robinson.
_
Crawford, will return to New Britain, law because it has not been properly
'
105'107 worker, 10 sears old. CHARLES A.
.worn to obey the constitution, who
hn,er'
R°b,1T1;hT
NEIMI Stahl s Hill, Warren.
107'109
Conn.. Saturday.
^enforced and on the promise of
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all timea
voted lor beer, was a worse blow
?hapman'
FOR SALE—Greatest values ever of
Mrs. Clarence Martin, son Donald revcnue from license of a traffic that
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
432 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
The wets made many pretty promises
Robinson and Louis Per105-tf fered. Presto Jar rings. 6 packages for
and daughter Laura who were week- u an admitted menace. or to work
Armour’s or Swift's Pure Lard. 8c
about fceer and how money would rault.
....
KEYS) KEYS! KEYS) Keys made to 25c;
holiday
of **r. and manfully toward better enforcement
per lb. 20 lbs. $159; new native pota
order
Keys made to fit locka wheD toes. $1 00 bushel. 27c per pk. The gov
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pour into the government treasury I
, _
, original
keys are lost. House. Office ol ernment ls killing off 4.000.000 pigs and
as the result of th? sale of beer, and
Crescent Temple Py thian Sisters Car. Code
Tuesday.
books provide keys for all 1.000,000 brood sows Our advice ls. Buy
home here and returned to Waban, they promised that unemployment
I am
FRIENDSHIP
resume their sessions beginning locka without bother. £«lssors and your
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McLeod ] Thinking of the children. whose
lard today. Native fresh eggs. 25Mass.
thankful
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Knives
sharpened
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reFriday
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Mtj Barbara Karie of Worcester , Mr and Mrs. Fred L. Young. Frcd- turn of beer. The result is that eleven in£ lhe
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Mr. and Mrs Chester Robinson and 406 Main St.. Rockland Tel. 791. 105-tf
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at
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Miss Virginia Brazier who spent
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Jones Jr. of
Mrs. Carlson and daughters of ury has been more like that of a
and carry prices ln New England. Mall
after
spending
the
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In
Warren
E
Thomaston
the holiday at her home on Wads
Newton. Mass., spent the weekend Brooklyn. N. Y . who have been oc- trickling stream, rather than the
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worth street, has returned to Mar
on track at 86 Park St. Rockland. Just
with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur P Spear
cupying Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Thomp- promised flood that would pour into and vicinity.
Mrs. Mary MacCraw returned to j ♦
below Armour’s. Tel. 1200.
105-107
blehead. Mass.
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government
coffers.
STONINGTON
Owen D. Evans. Alan Evans. Daniel £ons tenement the past three weeks,
300 PULLETS for sale. Rhode Island
Mr. and Mrs Earl Ristcen have re
Miss Brown said that the beer prob Warren Saturday from Rcslindalc ‘
------'Evans. Miss Barbara Evans and Na- motored to their home Tuesday. {,
where she had spent the past week
Reds also Barred Rocks ALEX NENO
turned from a visit in Nashua. N H
FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo NEN RE D 3. Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs Gilbert Gross of New thau Thompson motored to Ridley
Miss Isabelle Ellison of Lunenburg lem was not the big problem at the
105*107
Mrs Aaron Winchenbach who has York are vUiting hl5 parents Mr and park. Pa Sunday. Daniel Evans and Mass., is spending a few weeks at her Present time and said, "if we do get She was accompanied by Mr. Mac- cation. price right This property lx a
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Q d
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Clark. Earl Anderson of Arlington.] acres of land; 8i250. large double tene your
__ ___
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R Thompson's.
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__________________________
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e
i
cx after the ™
BLOCK PLACE, on Warren road, lor Best Pastry Flour. 95c Stover's Pride
ment Co., have returned to their home Ipswich. Mass , where she has been «al Hospital, were in town several Pratt leaves about the middle of the noUthe slightest chance to persuade
i heto Sent’ sale
______ Flour 61 per bag. 67 90 per barrel.
at a bargain. MRS W. E MAURER.
in Cape Girardeau. Mo. They were passing the summer.
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I"ontfh t0,
h‘sdu‘ies, “
a man who wants the saloon tack to
the ^.stor s^cr- ™om«»on.--------------------------------- 107*109
--------- Domino Confectionery Sugar or Brown
4 pkg 30c
Lowest cash and
accompanied as far as Ohio by Mrs.
Hugh Frey and son Bartley are Donald B. Logan of Worcester sfuctor of English at Rochester Uni-, vote against repeal. She said that
"'Three creJt needs o'
FIVE ROOM hoU5e (or s,le on Broa?; Sugar.
carry prices ln New England Mall
Carl Sonntag. wife of the general visiting William H. Barton at Tea 'sP«nt the weekend
..............................
•versity
’“"•‘Y, Rochester. N. Y.
; the wets used to make speeches m0!? 10.
Three great needs o.
,,000 Must be sold at once v. orders filled STOVER FEED MPG. CO..
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.
.
.................. _
I04'11 below Armour’s. Tel. 1200
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Mrs. Mildred Achorn and two chil Hill. Mr. Frey ls an engineer with here.
1 roust never return, but now they pro- Camden will be soloist. Holy ComEdgar Bosworth of Holyoke, Mass
l^vJrx 1 it vUOrlliNLi
THE L E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
dren of Rockland spent Sunday with the American Telephone and TeleFOR SALE - More For Lesa’’ Egg Mash.
pose, by repeal, to wipe out all the munion will be observed.
8t . Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
More For Less" Growing Feed.
------i
her father, Wilmot Smalley, High graph Co., in New York city, and Is motored here last week for several!
Marion Wallace spent last week electric lights, large lot. Price right $1.98.
$1 98. More For Less" Dairy Feed. $1 63;
assisting in restoring the old Thomp- days’ stay.
I School opens Sen*. 11 and Mrs i Prot€Ctlon
we have
the
street.
with her aunt Mrs. Thelma Carroll. Apply to M M GRIFFIN. Rockland.^Me More For Less" 8cratch Feed. $1.90;
Mr. and Mrs. Harcourt W. Davu. Edith Young will convey the pupils ^shTsaid that manv of the audience
Mrs Nellie Reed. Mr and Mrs. Les son place.
More For Less" Stock Feed. $1.49. All
Mrs. Virginia Thompson, who had
Miss Inez Brawn and sister Alda Miss Dorothy Davis, and Harcourt] of District 2.................................... She said that many of the audience
of our poultry feeds contain Nopco XX
lie Reed and son Norman of Newto the Longfellow | W0U'.d remember the problems that spent the greater part of the summer
i
Oil,
and Dried Milk.
No other feeds
Hampshire were callers upon Herbert are guests of their aunt Mrs. Annie W. Davis Jr. have returned to their School. MLss Zet'.a Smith, teacher
presented themselves in Maine, with here with her mother Mrs. Mary i Little here for the weekend and holi- j offer you such great values as our "More
Richards.
Newbert Sunday.
home in Waban, Mass , after spend.
For
Less"
Feeds.
They
are made fresh
.
. ..
|
_ „
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Mr. and Mrs. W. Clayton Fauber wet territory all about the State, and Richmond, returned Monday to her daYMrs. Stonie W. Jameson and niece
---------- ing the summer at the Hartel cotthat the present methods of transpor- home at Medford, Mass
"wvilnrp* were Mrs
Hazel rUffercucc stover eeed mfg co . on
and
children
Char
’
.
jne
and
Billy
of
Mrs. Charles Spruce of Camden are mond. They will have their home in tagc.
"racx „t 86 Park st . Juxt below Armour'z.
Waynesboro. Va . with Mr. and Mrs tation would make it much easier now I Mrs. Delia Hayes and daughter lchest?r Wallace were Mr. , n.
spending a few days in Boston.
Mrs. Chester Vose’s house on High j Mrs. L. R Bums and Miss Eleanore Earl Shaw and daughter Jean of to get liquor into Maine than in the 'Marie returned Monday to their home Stari'ett, son Ellsworth, and daughter Tel. 1200.________________________ 107-109
Miss Mildred Demmons is visiting street.
............................................
-----------a11
" of Lynn' Mass
SEVERAL tenements to let ln good
Hartel motored to Winthrop last Merchantville, N J, are guests of old' days and- people
should be kept at- Somerville. Mass., after spending jElcanor
1 condition, very reasonable rent. Call at
her uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Aldrich went to Boston week.
Mrs Fauber's parents. Mr. and Mrs awake nights, if repeal becomes a the summer with George Teague, and
. C M BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
Fred E Twlss in Lawrence. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Creamer and E W. Larrabee
Wednesday.
fact, because the saloon wiU be com- a few weeks at Bar Harbor,
wtiibM you are planning to sell your
CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs Earl Rich of Auburn.
James Frew, who has been spending family have closed their summer
ing back in a new day, must worse j Misses Elsie Partridge. Janet Wade
chickens snd fowl, call PETER EDThe
Variety
Club
met
with
Mrs.
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Harry the summer with his aunt, Mrs.
Tcl. 806-J. Rockland.
105-tf
WARDS.
than
when
it
existed
betore,
with
Edlth
pr
cnch>
Kathryn
Starrett
and
|
------C. R Decker Wednesday of last week
Smith of Worcester who have been James Carney, will leave Sunday for
Janet Martin of North
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schwab of ______
Mr. Cameron who with Mrs. Cam automobiles speeding along on th» her
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Richards hLs home in Somervile. Mass.
eron is at Mrs. Ida Smith's made a highways at the present high rate ot Warren, and Winona Robinson spent ’ ___
Braintree. Mass., who have been It
TODAY and FRIDAY
at Morse's Corner have returned to
Mrs Arthur Johnson of Buckfleld
business trip to Boston last week, speed, as compared with the ir.ixl- thc past weekend at the Charles Rob- guests
‘‘ of
** Mr. and Mrs. William Metheir homes.
and friend Mrs. Mildred Roy were
on
Pond
Auley. Sea s'.-eet, motored to Bos- | ♦
*rri
TT
|
returning Friday. Mrs. Cameron mum of 20 miles an hour In the old lnson cott
TO ILET
Rev A. I Oliver, superintendent guests of Mrs. Johnson's parents. Mr.
her ton Sunday. They were a:com- |
was over night guest of her sister days she mentioning the retarding | Mrs R E CutUng had
of this district, will preach at the and Mrs. Albert Robinson. Wads
Mrs. Grace Payson in Thomaston.
effect of even beer on the bra*n a”b guests over thc weekend Mr. and Mrs panied by Mrs. Stcnie Jameron and n*«****»>.>.«****||
Sunday morning service at the Fed worth street, for the weekend and
. Mrs. Charles M. Spruce who will | four ROOM apartment and six room
The family of the late Blanche what could happen even when thought Frt_,,rd r
C Cutting of S°uth Port- visit ln that city.
erated Church.
holiday.
apartment,
modern, to
let.
MRS.
Killeran are moving to Thomaston was d?laycd but two-flfths of a seeThe Pythian Sisters circle will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Quinn arc on a frost. 8 Summer St. Tci. 3>«-W
Thomaston schools opened Tuesday
....
where they will make their home in ond. emphasizing th? necessity for a,
with Mrs. Blanche Vose Friday after with a large attendance.
vacation trip to Eagle Island.
. ..
,,
,
the Peaslee apartments. Knox street. clear brain, steady hand and calm M
and
FURNISHED apartment to let at 566
noon and evening, with picnic supper.
Mrs. Carl Gray will be the speaker
Little Elaine Spruce of Sea street
Mr and Mrs. Burton Sawtelle, nerves and said that "alcohol and' Mr and Mrs' Walter
St . heated, rent reasonable In
son
returned
Tuesday
to
Malden
after
with
Take dishes, and If not solicited take in the Baptist vestry Thursday and i
is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Main
and Miss Gertrude 8tockwell of Win gasoline don't mix."
quire ALBERT PETERSON, at Fullersweets or pastry.
She spoke of the situation In aj?endH'g th« holiday weekend with Mrs. William McAuley.
Cobh-Davla._______________________ 107-tf
Sunday evenings.
chendon.
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
Harold
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. John Brackett and
SlhoLE house and garage to let. alx
The services at the Church of St. I
La Fortune of Royalston. Mass . ate Europe, inhere they do have liquor "*rs. Hannah Spear.
Music at the Baptist Church Sun John Baptist next Sunday will ,bc: ]
Miss Muriel Thayer, guest of her daughter Barbara have returned to rooms, modern, sunny fine location. 189
guests In the home of Nellie Ben and automobiles and referred to the
Broadway.
CALL 1179-J__________ 106*108
day morning: "O Blessed Are They 9 a. m.. Holy Eucharist; 10 45 a. m '
ner.
higher percentage of automobile ac- uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs. P. D Wakeilcld Mass., after spending sev
TWO TENEMENTS to let. 9 Suffolk St .
That Love Thee," Osgood; "There Is church school: 7 p. m.. Evensong and '
Starrett
the
past
two
weeks
returned
eral
weeks
at
Lake
Megunticook.
Eino Lindell and Roderick Mont
upper six rooms, partly furnished If
a Land of Pure Delight," Harry Rowe sermon.
Monday to her home in Brockton, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Bryant and desired. Lower five rooms and bath,
gomery were in Rockland Tuesday,
Shelley; offertory solo, "One Holy
motoring through with Hazen Ayer of daughter Jeanette who spent the past furnace heat. MILTON M. GRIFFIN.
The Wilbert Snow poetry reading] This picture has played volunteers to Dr. Kent's call ln the
106-tf
Hour,.........rhe Rosary," Ethelbert and lecture was a delightful oc- |
Hamilton, Mass., who had spent thc summer at their cottage at Lake MeInterest of serum for infantile par
here for two days to
HOUSE at 17 Ourdy St. to let. MRS
Nevin. James Frew, baritone.
casion, enjoyed by a good audience |
alysis.
holiday
at
Union
with
his
parents,
]
gunticook,
have
returned
to
their
A. B. CROCKETT. 754 Main St . City
Miss Edith Wilson, accompanied by which responded enthusiastically to ] packed houses, and still
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ayer.
] home in Melrose, Mass.
107-109
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Ovwlock al the brilliance of the speaker. The
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
O.
Russell
of
West
j
Mr
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Shaw
and
Mr.
]
six room second floor flat with
going strong!
Mrs. Blanche Killeran
STEAMSHIP LINES
Rockland, motored to Malden Sunday, hope has already been expressed sev
Somerville, in Maine to attend the i and Mis. Millard Eldridge of Chat- j bath to let. adults only. Inquire LILMrs. Blanche Killeran, 48. widow
to enter upon her duties as teacher eral times that Mr Snow may return
Come Early!
annual Russell gathering held at]ham. Mass., have been guests of Mrs. LIAN BICKflELL' 82 Limerock s|- ,1Q7
of
Andrew
Killeran.
died
Aug.
31,
in the high school.
next year for a similar lecture. The
Fairfield and to visit relatives, were Eldridge's parents, Mr. and Mrs. -----------------------------------------after a painful illness of several
FURNISHED rooms, to let: all modern
Charles McGinnis who had been musical groups were the offering ol
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Austin Charles Atkins.
conveniences. FLORA KIRKPATRICK.
months duration. Mrs. Killeran was
with his family on Beechwoods street, Mrs. Gladys Morgan, Rockland, and
SATURDAY
Kalloch.
15 Grove St. Tel. 94-R.
99-tf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Johnson
and
a
daughter
of
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Glea

returned to Roxbury Tuesday.
Misses Phyllis Belasco and Hazel
Mr. and Mr.s. John Therre accom- daughter Ella have returned to Mel
WELL furnished apartment to let.
Mr. and Mrs William T. Smltn Harrison of local musical prominence. Dead Men Knew His Namel son Young, a native of Warren, com
panied by Mrs. Charles H. Conant rose, Mass., after spending several three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
ing here when a young girl, and after
motored to Lewiston Monday, where AU numbers were •beautifully rend
ST. Tel. 156-W.
96-tf
BANGOR
and son Charles, motored Monday to weeks at Lake Megunticook.
j her marriage making her home here.
they were met by their son William ered and highly appreciated by the
The living only '
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
After
Camden,
where
the
latter
attended
She leaves four daughters and a sen Lv. R«ckland 5.30 A. M. daily.
Miss Aldine Gilman who has been Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
T. Smith, Jr., who had been at Cas audience. Much credit should be giv
105-tf
knew he claimed a
her mother Mrs. Carrie Young, two Sept. 10, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 5.00 A. M. the Hanson-Start reunion hclffat the spending a few weeks with Miss
FOUR ROOM apartment with*bath to
tine for two weeks playing ln the All- en to Miss Hilda George and those
brothers
Hibbard
and
Harold
home of Mr and Mrs. italph Knight. Teresa Arau has returned to Malden. let. 618 a month. V. F. STUDLEY. 283
victim every time the
State school band.
who assisted her for the appearance j
Main St. Tel. 1154.
105-tf
Young, and a sister Mrs. Eda MarIt is also interesting to note that Mass.
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn, Mrs. of the stage which was gorgeously ]
„ clock struck seven!
BOSTON
I shall of Rockland. Many friends
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
Mrs. Conant has been attending this W. E. Gill of Cambridge. Mass.,
A F. Rice, Mrs. N. F Andrews. Mrs. decorated with a wide variety of ex-.
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN 8r ROCK
I gathered to attend the funeral Lv. Rorkland 8.30 P. M. daily. After bunion since 1912 and f.r.ds it always spent thc fast few days at Carmon- LAND
Herbert Newbert. Mrs. Arthur Kal quisite flowers. Directly following the
WATER CO Tel. 634.
105-tf
services at the home Sunday and a Sept 10, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 8.00 P M. an event worth lookii : forward to. will. Lake Megunticook.
loch. Mrs. Lucy Slllery, Mrs. Charles lecture, in accordance with the Invi- [ } TOMORROW
TW» RENTS, upper and lower, at 34
profusion of flowers attested to the
Singer. Edward O'B Burgers. Millard ta'on made from the stage by Fr.
G. D. Gould spent the weekend with Thc W.C.T.U. will meet Friday with Pleasant St. Apply MISS ANNE FLINT.
love and esteem held for the depart
Gilmore. Mrs. Amy Tripp, Edward Franklin, a good portion of the audi
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stevenson in Cam Mrs Lizzie Burgess, Mechanic street. ] 32 School st., or Tel. 1161-R.
105-tf
ed one.
BAR HARBOR LINE
den.
Brown, attended the quartcry meeting ence went to the Knox Hotel where
AT
SEVEN
of the Lewiston Baptist Association the poet’s high school classmates had
Gene Durgin's orchestra will play
Lv. Rockland 5.30 A. M., daily. After
at Tenants Harbor Wednesday,
prepared a reception for Prof, and
Sept. 10, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 5.00 A. M. for another benefit dance at Glover
HAVE YOUR
Mr. and Mrs. A. D Davis returned j Mrs gnow
urn
:v.
Work Done Anywhere
Hall Friday evening, the proceeds to
Wednesday from several days’ visit
PROMPT SERVICE
There will be a meeting of the
CHESTER MORRIS
go to the Warren baseball club.
FRAMING DONE AT
BKOOKLIN LINE
on Monhegan Island
Guild of St. John iBaptLst ln the
September 12 is the date of the flrst Water pipes repaired and relald.
COTTAGES and camps to let and for
VIVIENNE
OSBORNE
Harold Jack of Richmond, a guard Parish hall tonight at 7.30. A good
sale.
E V. SHEA, 8outh Thomaston.
Lv. Rockland 5.30 a. m., daily. Com- meeting of the season of the Sons of i Inside and out, digging includ
Tel.
Rockland 354-11.______________105-tf
at the State Prison, has brought his attendance is requested.
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug,
menelng sept. 13, Mon. Wed., Fri., 7.30 Union Veterans Auxiliary. There will
»Frank
McHugh,
Allen
1
wife and three children from RichFOR SALE at once at these prlcea.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will hold
laid out and cleaned when plugged.
A. M. No sailing Monday Sept. 11.
be no dinner.
Jenkins, Henry Stephenson,
Cottage at Meguntlcook Lake. $800;
a sale of cooked food on the lawn oi
Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
North
Warren
potatoes
are
running
also
cottage at Meguntlcook Lake. $1600.
Grant Mitchell
the Congregational Church Sept. 15
large, Chester Wallace having dug tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
Daylight Saving Tima
94tf
beginning at 1.30 o'clock.
er. Floors cemented and walls re
two whose joint weight was 3 pounds
There will be a food sale on the
TARES GREATLY REDUCED 13 ounces, one weighing 2 pounds. 4 paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
If poorlr functioning Kidneyx and
STKANUD..
work, etc.
Bladder make you Kutfcr from Gettinr lawn of the Church of St. John Bap
•unces, the other a perfectly smooth
For reservations apply
Ud Nkrhta, NarvounneM. Kheumatlo
tist Saturday beginning at 2 p. m.
406 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
S. E. Eaton
tuber,
one
pound
and
9
ounces.
SHOWS
—
2.00
—
€.45
—
8.45
Paint, Stiffnaaa, Burning. Smarting.
Special orders for food snouid oe
ROCKLAND WHARF
Itching, or Acidity try the guaranteed
TEL. 1187-Y ROCKLAND. ME.
Nathaniel Little, stationed at Fort
Over Crie Hardware Co. Tel. 254
Continuous Sat. 2 p. m. till lu.30
telephoned to Mrs. Robert Watts,
Dor tor'» PreecTiption Cyit»x<Sl«e-tex>
WANT
102’lt
McKinley, Portland, joined Mrs,
_
—Must fix you up or money

: LOST AND FOUND ;

FOR. SCHOOL

$2.25
$3.50

$1.75
$2.00
$2.50

;

WANTED

;

♦ HBlWVMiMjniiBivvM
MISCELLANEOUS

$3.95

MCLA1N SHOE STORE

REAL ESTATE

1 Vr “la 1

TUGBOAT
ANNIE

,

MARIE DRESSLER
WALLACE BEERY

EASTERN

failings from

ROCKLAND

I

GREGORY’S
Picture and Framing
Shop

Help Kidneys

•
•

vysrox bask. OBlr W 8t drusKisti.

♦
»
’ Summer Cottages *

High street, or to Mrs. Albert Hall.

Every-Other-Day
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KILTON-TRAFTON

The marriage of Miss Adelaide M.
Trafton. daughter of Frank F. Traf
ton of this city, to Charles H. Kilton,
took place Monday evening at the
home of the bride's uncle, H. D. Flynn
ln Machiasport. Only members of j
the two families were present. Rev.
In addition to personal notes regard
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Fickett, daugh H. L. Wass was the officiating clergy
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of ter. Miss Irma Fickett, and son Clin man and the double ring service was
social happenings, parties; musicals, etc ton were at Kokadjo Inn, Moosehead used, the bride being given in marNotes sent by mall or telephone will be ] Lake, for the weekend and holiday, ' rlage by her father.
Wl OO OUR RARt
gladly received.
i visiting Ripogenus Dam and the 1 Room decorations were golden rod '
Right About School Time
TELEPHONE ................ ................... 170 or 794
Bingham Dam before returning and other autumn flowers and au
home.
tumn leaves, making a colorful set
Mrs. Louis Peterson, son Clifford
ting for the bridal party. The bride
A One Pound Jar of
and daughter Hnzel have returned
Mr and Mrs. William Riley and , was attended by Mrs. Marcella Olson,
from a motor trip to Boston.
DuPont labrikoid Cover on Solid
High Grade
daughter Doris have returned to .‘later of the groom, and Mr. Kilton
Somerville, Mass., after spending j had as his groomsman Emery TrafWood
Frame,
Double
Locks,
Attrac

Mr. and Mrs. Charles MacWhinnie three weeks at Mrs. Riley's former ' ton, brother of the bride.
are on a motor trip to Connecticut.
The bride's gown was of light gray ]
home at Tenant's Harbor. During
tive Linings
their stay several delightful motor silk with matching fur trimmings,
Mr. and Mrs. Oeoige Curry have trips were made, including Bar Har navy blue shoes and stockings. Her
Hand Embroidered
returned to their home in Plymouth, bor, Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
With Suede Cloth Covers, 16, 18,
bouquet was of sweet peas and baby’s
Mass.
breath. Mrs Olson wore robin's egg
—
22 inch
blue and carried roses of Sharon and
Rev. and Mrs. Paul Q. Brooks of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Dean had as South Braintree, Mass., and Rev. and mountain daisies.
| The Bridal March from Lohengrin
a guest Tuesday O. H. Gagnon of
Nashua. N. H. Mr. Gagnon is sales Mrs. Gordon L. Weeks of Pawtucket. was played by Miss Hazel Robbins
,
R.
I.,
were
recent
guests
of
Rev.
and
who also caught the bride's bouquet, j
man for the Proctor Bros. Co. from
i Mrs. M. L Cole was in charge of the '
whom Mr. Dean has been buying his ! Mrs. C. E. Brooks.
with
Pink, White, Peach
! guest book.
sauer kraut kegs for the last 50 years.
Miss Mertie Hemingway who has I Following the ceremony an ln-1
with a Free Package of
All sizes
Misses Helen and Eva Ames have been with her aunt, Mrs. S. G. Mac- j formal reception was held and re
returned from a few days' visit in Alman. for the summer, returned to freshments were served by Misses t
Venida Cleansing Tissues
Kennebunk with Rev. and Mrs. Oscar New York yesterday to resume her Frances Flynn. Nancy Snow. Julia
teaching
duties
in
the
School
for
the
Nash.
Florence
Nash
and
Jane
Petti

Stuart.
I Deaf.
Regular 25c package
grew.
! Amidst the usual jollifications the
Mr. and Mrs. Penfield Bowman of
Just what you need to take
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Moore and young couple made their get-away,,
Windsor, Vt., were weekend guests of
'LL?
family
of Dorchester, Mass., who have bound for a wedding trip of about a !
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Little.
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter ; week. The many gifts, including
back to school
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard J. Fernald , have returned. They money, furniture, electric appliances, ]
charmingly entertained at dinner were accompanied by Walter Moore silver, pewter, etc., testified to the re- ;
Lace Trimmed
Monday, at Rockledge Inn, the occa-' and family who had been visiting gard entertained for both Mr. and'
Mrs.
Kilton.
non marking the 11th wedding an- Pearl Fiske at Ingraham HUI.
Adjustable Shoulder Straps
The bride is a graduate of Rock- j
niversa,y cl Dr and Mrs. Bennett R
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Spear ana land High School and Gorham Nor- (
Speer ol Scarsdale, N. Y., and the
Pink, White
15th birthday of Barbara Homer of Mr. and Mrs. Ray E. Eaton have re mal School. Fcr two years she taught |
EPINGLE CREPE, Black, Licorice, Brown, Blue and Dundee Green
in
Machiasport.
and
since
then
has
Newton Center, Mass. Those present turned Irom a motor trip to Jackson.
were Mr. and Mrs. Chester Homer N. H , where they registered at the , been teaching sub-primary at thc'
Purchase Street School ln this city, j
and children. Barbara, Richard and Eagle Mountain House.
Complete
1 where her work has been marked by
Chedter, oi Newton Center, Mass.,
Albert Mack of Boston, Dr. and Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Frohock had as efficiency and expertness. She is a
FAILLE CREPE, Navy, Brown, Vintage Red; 39 inches wide
in Their Assortment
Bennett R Speer and daughter Doro guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Harry social favorite as well.
Mr.
Kilton.
the
son
of
Capt.
and
thy of Scarsdale, N. Y„ Mr. and Mrs. Burnham. Miss Harriet Burnham and
Exclusive
Patterns
at
Mrs. Herbert Kilton of Machiasport,
Inexpensive in Price
J. N. Southard and Mrs. E. J. South
is a graduate of Washington Academy
ard.
Popular Prices
at East Machias, and ls in the employ
Mrs. William Hemingway is visit
COTTON CREPES—
n,
,
,
Opportunity Class meets this eve ing her daughter, Mrs. W. A. Glover, of the Booth Fisheries Co. He is held
m high esteem
Bokay,
Kan-a-wah,
Heather
Print,
ning at thc First Baptist parlors.
in Allston. Mass.
Out of town guests were F. F. Traf
Chamois Crepe
36 inches wide
ton and son. Emery, Mr. and Mrs.
William N. Benner who has been
Frederick Rugg of Jackson Heights. John G. Snow ar.d daughter, Nancy,
Prices
quite ill at his home at Thc High Long Island. N. Y., Joined Mrs. Rugg
PURE DYE LINGERIE SILK—
of Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
lands shows some improvement.
and son Warren at the home of Mrs. Dinsmore and Mr. and Mrs. M. A
Tea, Rose, Pink, White, Cream; 39 inches wide
Also a Full Line of
Perkins Jr., of Bucksport; Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. E. Roy Smith of Mcd- Leola Rose for the weekend.
Special at—
Mrs. M. L. Cole and son David, and
ferd, Mass., formerly of this city,
A New Addition To Our
Butterick Patterns
Miss Frances Snow who has been Miss Merle Campbell, of Lynn; and
were guests of Mrs. Smith's father,
visiting
her
parents.
Commander
and
E.
B.
Foster
of
Brooklyn.
Isaac Young, in Thomaston.
Pattern Department
in stock at all times
Mrs. C F. Snow, for several weeks, is
E. E. Gillette and daughters. Mrs
L. E. Mills and Miss Willctta Gard now the guest of her brother. Carl, in
ner of Boston are guests of Mrs. Worcester. Mass., before returning to Edward Wheaton and Miss Mildred
Cambridge.
Gillette, have closed their cottage
Ambrose Mills, Limerock street.
at Crescent Beach and returned to
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone leave to- Newton. Highlands. Mass.
Miss Rena Joyce of Lynn. Mass.,
formerly a Rockland resident, called idav for a motor trip’ to Calais. EastMr. and Mrs. C. P Keith of Water
at the home of Mrs. Jennie Stewart port and Machias. Saturday evening
they go to Augusta and will attend a ville were weekend guests of Mr. and
Saturday.
performance at Lakewood that eve Mrs. A. D. Morey. They were ac
Miss Louise Fiske of Boston and ning Next week will be spent with companied by June Tyler of Cam
bridge who had been with them for
We Have Added To Our Toilet Goods Department a Line of Household Neces
Miss Me'va^F McDonald of Salem relatives in Cornish.
sweral weeks.
_ ___
»
weie guests for the holiday weekend L *
sities That Every Medicine Cabinet Should Contain—Compare These Prices
Mr, and Mrs. Warren Heald ‘Edith
of Mrs. G. K. Mayo and Mrs. A. H.
Mr. and Mr.s. Harold Blackingtin
Clark)
cf
Reading.
Mass,
who
have
Jones. The four motored to Cadillac
and son Harold who have been guests
With What You've Been Paying and I ct Us Save You Money.
been visiting in Thomaston, were in of
Mountain Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Blackington.
the city Tuesday calling on old Waldo avenue, returned to Everett,
At
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Estes leave to
1 Mass., yesterday.
W itch Hazel ............................................................................ 20
morrow for a trip of about three
Last Summer's Price
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin F. Smith and
weeks during which they will visit tn
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sewall of
Large Bottle Germicide, 8 oz............................................ 75
St. Louis and attend the Century of Mr and Mrs. David Mills of Camden, Newport who have been guests of Mr
and Mrs. H. W. Fifield of Vinalhaven. and Mrs. Lester Plummer for a few
Progress Exposition in Chicago.
Costor Oil, 2 oz. bottle........................................................ I 5
have returned from a three days' mo i days are now on a two weeks' motor
tor
trip
through
the
White
Moun

Philips Milk of Magnesia ..................
25
trip
to
New
York
and
may
possibly
Mr. and Mrs. L. O Irish of Auburn.
I go to the Century of Progress ExMass, are guests of Mrs. Irish's par tains.
Soda Mint Tablets, 40 tablets for................................ I 5
posi'lon. Their daughter Dotty, is
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Robbins,
at The Meadows. Mr. and Mrs. Irish Miss Bessie Hall who has been with remaining with Mr. and Mrs. Plum
Disinfectant, 4 oz. bottle.................................................... 20
have just returned from a trip to Miss Maud Hall at Point Thorndike, mer during their absence.
They're the Same Quality
SHOWN
at the Hall farm, for the summer, re
100 Walker's Aspirin Tablets ...................................... 40
Montreal and Quebec.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Marsh. MLss
turned to Melrose, Tuesday,
That Wears and Wears—
100 Cascara Segrada Tablets, for................................. 40
Ellen J. Cochran and Miss Marga
Mrs. A. G. Lord. Miss Berla Lord
ON
and Carroll Wixson motored to Calais
Mr. and Mrs. E. F Glover and ret Robinson motored to Lakewood
Complete Your School
Rhinitis Tablets, 100 for.................................................... 35
to spend Labor Day with Mr. and Mrs. their guests Mr. and Mrs. Frank ' Monday.
Perley Munday, relatives of Mrs North of Brookline, spent the holi
OUR
Russian Oil, imported; 16 oz. bottle ........................ 60
Wardrobe with a Good
Mrs. Adelbert L. Miles and chil
Lord. Sunday they went to Deer Isle. day weekend ln Wcodstock. Vt.
Beef, Iron and Wine, 16 oz. bottle ............................. 75
dren. Robert, June and Jean, accom
N. B., for a visit with other relatives
Supply—In All thc New
STREET
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Brault, panied by Mrs. Miles' mother. Mrs.
of Mrs. Lord.
Agar-Oil,
16 oz. bottle ...................................................... 75
Miss Celia Brault and Aimee Beau Lucia Burpee, will leave Saturday
Shades
Mr. and Mrs. George Fleming and doin spent the holiday weekend with to take up their residence in Port
Large Bottle Hydrogen Peroxide ................................ 25
FLOOR
land. where Mr. Miles now conducts
daughter Lucille of Redstone, N. H„ relatives in Leominster, Mass.
Boric Acid, 4 oz. tin ........................................................... I 5
Service and Chiffon
a law office. Their address will be
were guests over Labor Day of Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall had as Pitt street, Woodfords.
Psyllium Seeds, 16 oz. tin................................................ 50
Fleming.
guests yesterday Mr. and Mrs. Lin
Epsom Salts, 16 oz. tin...................................................... I 5
Miss
Virginia
Tyler
who
has
been
coln
Perry
and
daughter.
Clara
Jane
W. Oliver Rollins of the Hood Rub
Cod Liver Oil, 16 oz. bottle ........................................... 65
ber Company of Watertown, Mass., of Rumford, and MLss Alice Hall of spending several weeks with her aunt.
WE GIVE
Mrs. A. D. Morey, returned to Cam
spent the holidays at his home on Newcastle.
Fullers Earth, 4 oz. tin........................................................ I 5
bridge Tuesday, motqring back, with
James street. He returned Wednes
S. & H. GREEN STAMPS
Sodium Bicarbonate, 16 oz. tin ................................... 20
The BPW Club holds Its first Miss Evelyn Tyler of Boston. They
day. accompanied by Miss Hala Phlnney who has been a house guest ot meeting of the season this evening had with them Virginia's smaller
Rubbing Alcohol, I6oz. bottle; 2 for........................ 39
at the home of its president, Mrs. sLster June, returning after several
Mrs. Rollins.
Exxy Perry, Plans for the season's weeks’ visit with Mr. and Mrs. C. P.
Miss Sarah Sansom and sister, activities will be outlined.
Keith in Waterville. Virginia and
Mrs Thomas Anastasio, were guests
June are daughters of Mr. and Mrs
Miss Lucy Rhodes had as dinner
over the weekend and holiday of their
guests Monday Miss Caroline Little Hector Brown Tyler, formerly of this
sister, Mrs. Harry Smith tn Bath.
Dr. and Mrs. Bennett R. Speer and
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Hosmer C. Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. Morris R. Clough
Mrs. S. K Peterson and children
'
field. Miss Mclly Rhodes of Portland I city.
(Caroly* Sherer), Miss Helen Gray daughter Dorothy of Scarsdale. N Y. guest of Mr and Mrs. J. Marden de- children Hosmer and Harriet of John. Hazel and Dorothy spent the
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stover hat} as and Miss Helen D. Perry who has Wilbur Frohock leaves Saturday to and Jack Bean of Boston spent the 1 were guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. N Shon in Portland was Joined for the West Hartford. Conn.. Mr. and Mr.s. holiday in Boston.
a weekend guest Miss Dorothy Ham recently returned from several .enter Wheaton (Ill.) College.
weekend and holiday at the K C 'Southard for the weekend and holi- weekend and holiday by Mr. Pillsbury, Harland R. Dearborn and children
mett of Portland and Canton, N. Y. weeks at Camp Forest. Acres, Frye
Betty. John and Ruth of Meriden.
both returning Monday,
Rafikin cottage. Cooper's Beach. jday.
burg,
where
she
was
instructor
in
Mr.s. B M Kaufman of Washing
Miss Hammett is inspector of the
Conn., have been guests of Mr. and
MLss Eleanor Snow of White Plains, They were joined for Saturday and
French.
ton, D. C.. and Miss Hazel Doorty of
Juvenile Court in Canton, and a
Mr.s.
Leo
S.
Brault,
Ingraham
Hill
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Frank
McAuliffe
ol
N. Y., is spending the week with her Sunday by Mrs. Clough's brother,
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald and
New York and Stonington, who
cousin of Mrs. Stover.
Rev. and Mrs. Walter S. Rounds parents. Commander and Mrs. C. F. Lester Sherer, who has employment i family iwho have been touring ln Winthrop, Mass., spent the weekend
have recently returned from Europe,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Janie on have were holiday guests of Miss Sadie
Cape lircton, N. S., have returned with Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Babb. South
in North Haven.
Miss Gladys Blethen ls spending and sons Philip and William, were Snow.
street, reluming Monday.
returned from a visit ln Attleboro Marcus.
j home.
the week with her sister. Mrs. Doro at Treasure Point Farm, Tenant's
and Everett. Mass.
Harbor, for the weekend and holi Mrs. T. C. Fales has returned to Mr, and Mrs. Granville Nickerson
thy Lawrence, in Aurora, N. Y.
Mrs. Ellen Conant had as guests
day.
Egypt. Mass., after being guest of and son Charles, of South Porfland.
Mrs. F. J. Hull went Wednesday to
Mrs. Ellery Nelson and sister, Miss
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Leonard PhilMiss Mary Frye and Miss Oladys Ruby Nelson, are on a visit at thei;
Mrs. Leola Rose for several days.
Mrs. A. U. Bird left Sunday for
were weekend guests of Rev. and Mrs. Allston, Mass., where she will spend trick and son Arnold of Haverhill, Kitching
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Perley
Miller.
Earl
of
Camden
were
at
the
the winter.
Washington, D. C„ called by the
home in Presque Isle.
Mass.
Brewster, Mrs. Israel Snow and Mrs Charles Wilkie (Helen Snowi C. E Brooks.
Frost cottage, Belfast, over the holi
■serious illness of her father.
daughter Mary have returned from and two children have returned to
day
weekend.
! Mrs. Lester Plummer who has been
Mrs. Madeline Trundy and Mrs.
Mrs. Edward Elwell returned to her
Commander and Mrs. C. F Snow a motor trip over t.he weekend to St. Ridgeway. N. J., after spending the Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Little have as visiting in Bloomfield ,N. J., and in
home at Portland after spending a
a
guest
Mrs.
Little's
mother,
Mrs.
Eva
Stephens,
N.
B.
On
their
return
Mrs. Fred Blackington went to Irja Peltrol.a spent Labor Day at
and daughter. Miss Eleanor Snow of
summer with Capt. and Mrs. Richard
,Lynh, Mass., returned home Saturday week with Mr and Mrs Harold Rack- Everett, Mass., yesterday to visit Old Orchard.
Buchanan of Orleans, Vt.
White Plains. N. Y„ and Whitney they were accompanied by Miss Snow.
'with Mr and Mrs. Ralph Reed and liffe. Mr. Elwell joined her for thc relatives.
Wheeler of Tenant's Harbcr are on a Bernadette Snow who had been with
daughter of Lynn, who were over weekend and holiday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hugo
Cross
in
Guil

few days' motor trip to Ripogenus
Harry D. Phillips and family spent
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Snow and Albert Mack who has oeen guest ol sight guests of Mr. and Mrs Plummer
ford for several weeks.
Mrs W. H Bennett, and Mr.s. F. E Sunday at Old Orchard, their visit
Dam.
daughter Eleanor who have been at Mr. and Mrs. Chester Homer at Ingra and who are now visiting relatives ln
Charles
C.
Webster
of
Vinalhaven
Cruff
and
daughter
of
Hyde
Park.
being featured by attendance at the
Mrs. L. R. Smith who came to at "treasure Point Farm, Tenant’s Har ham Hill has returned to Boston.
came by plane Friday nighl. to fee Mass., are visiting Mr, and Mr.s marathon and a ride on Old
Bucksport for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer,
bor, for the summer, have returned to
tend
the
funeral
of
her
uncle,
E.
his
sister,
Mrs.
Harland
R.
Dearborn,
George Bachelder.
Capt. H. R. Huntley and Mrs. Lura
Orchard's dazzling scenic railway.
Rockport, where Mr. Snow is princi Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Merritield had
and family of Meriden, Conn., who
McCra of Orion, Ill., motored to Mont Perry, has returned to Vinal pal of the High School.
as guests at their Owl’s Head cottage Chester Homer and family of New are visiting Mrs. Leo S. Brault. Mr.
haven.
John Marks and son of Bath have
Portland Monday.
over the holiday Mr. and Mrs. H. J. ton Center. Mass , are occupying i Webster returned Saturday by boat. been spending a few days in the city
Betty, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
cottage at Ingraham Hill.
Lincoln
McRae
Jr.
celebrated
his
Griffin
of
Jamaica.
Mass.,
Harry
Wil

Miss
Agnes
Studley
has
returned
Karl O'Brien, celebrated her sixth
Gen. Knox Chapter D.A.R. of
Miss Bernice Newborg and John
Mr. and Mrs. George Brackett are birthday Saturday by entertaining
Thomaston assisted by Lady Knox to Boston to resume her duties at 7th birthday Monday by entertaining son of New York, Mr. and Mrs. E. J i Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watson and
Chapter of Rockland are to hold a the Children's Hospital after spend several young friends in a delightful Merrifield of New Bedford, and Mis3 .‘■on Maynard were Sunday guests of Nrttbocg who have been spending making a week's visit, with Mrs. several young friends in a charm
ing
her
vacation
with
relatives
at
manner at the McRae cottage, Cres Ellen L. Merrifield of Boston.
several weeks at South Thomaston Brackett's father in Friendship.
ing manner at her home on Berkeley
benefit bridge at Montpelier Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. George Littlefield at with their sister. Mrs. Fred Lindsey,
cent Beach. Games had to be of the
street. Games provided merriment
day afternoon, Sept. 20. Anagrams Glencove.
Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Nickerson until the refreshment hour when
Jr., have returned to Arlington
Indoor type, but the youngsters had Maynard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
will also be pffered as a diversion.
I
_____
Miss Bernadette Snow is the guest
and son were in the city Labor Day, guests teooped in to a table deco
Heights, Mass.
The committee from Lady Knox of Miss Avis Lovejoy at Crawford a Jolly time, especially when birth mond Watson at The Highlands, en
Tom Wilson who has been visiting
returning to their home in Boston rated in pink and orchid There
day cake and all the other goodies tertained friends and relatives Satur
Chapter comprises Mrs. Ann Snow. Lake this week.
Mrs. John Beaton was hostess to after a trip t.o the Maritime Prov were two imposing birthday cakes—
appeared.
Lincoln's guests were day afternoon on his 5th birthday. his mother, Mrs. Walter J Wilson,
Mrs. Katherine St. Clair, Mrs. Ma
has returned to Boston, and later will the P&T Club Tuesday with honors inces.
one made by Betty’s aunt. Mrs. Levi
bel Sherman, Mrs. Mary Ladd and Tired shoppers v^ill find comfort Peter and Buddy Pillsbury of South Refreshments included two birthday resume his studies at Harvard.
in bridge falling to Mrs. E, E. Knight.
Berry, and the other by Mrs War
Mrs. Maude Blodgett. Reservations able booths in which to enjoy a light Weymouth and Owl's Head; Tommy cakes. Guests were Kathleen, KathMr and Mrs. Leon Fickett and ren C. Noyes. Betty's guests were
may be arranged with any one of the j lunch, and a refreshing glass of beer and Billy Yates of Garden City, Long eryn, Gwendolyn and Arthur Dean;
Roger Conant is visiting his sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Rollo Gardiner and family of Pacific street left Saturday
Hall of South Union Joan
committee. It is hoped to have 20 1'kept cold by the latest cooling system Island, and Owl's Head and their Benedict, Albert and Hartwell Dow Mrs. Henry Ulmer, in East Vassal- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Montgomery for a week's visit in Etna and New Joan
Miles.
Evelyn
Sweeney. Elaine
tables. The admission fee will in at Chape's Lunch, 470 Main street.— guest John Fitzgerald; Billy and ling, Avis Williamson, Ma)ngap*et boro.
spent the weekend and holiday in port.
Achorn, Barbara Saunders. Lucille
Huntley,
Stanley
Walsh
Jr.,
Paul
Roxana
Adams
of
Springfield.
clude inspection of the Knox Man adv.
Machias.
Stanley Margaret Economy. Marie
Mass., and Owl's Head; Donald Sim Stevens, Irva and Beverley Rogers,
sion, which has had visitors from all
Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow, who has
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Nash went Berry. Beverley Ann Glendcnntng.
Carl
Simpson.
Others
present
were
over the country during the summer
beeh spending portions of the sum
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Overlook Saturday to Braintree. Mass., to Billy Tait, Charles Philbrook. Albert
Comfortable rooms, transient or mons, Philip Wentworth, Earl Cook,
season.
regulars, 493 Main street, the Bick Carol Ann Wolcott, Albert Haveher Mrs. Harold Dean, Mrs. Stanley mer at her North Haven summer motored to Malden. Mass., for the visit Mr.s. Nash's parents Mr and Havener Jr., Jimmy Moulaixon.
nell, southern apartments, two floors. Jr., Louise Veazie, Joan Besse of Walsh, Mrs. Luella Curry, Mrs. Wal , home, returns Saturday lo Englewood, weekend. They were accompanied Mrs. Savage. They were accom Dudley Harvie, Vina Delmonlco, Lin
Try an order of soused clams with a Regular rooms $3.00 and $3 50 per Swampscott, Mass., and Crescfent ter Rogers, Mrs. E. W. Dean, May N. J. Her youngest daughter, Miss bv Mrs. Overlock’s sister. Mi". Edith panied by Mrs. Mildred Condon who coln McRae, Jr.. Betty Stinson. Carol
glass of beer for 15c at Chape's Lunch, week. Phone 740, Mrs. Susan Foss. Beach, George and Charles St. Clair, nard's grandmother. Many nice gifts Constance Morrow, remains until the Wilson, returning to resume her will visit her son in Jamaica Plain, Ann Wolcott Louise Veazie, Virginia
latter part of the month,
were received by the young host.
teaching duties.
Mass.
470 Main street.—adv.
RackUffe and St*n*ey McCurdy. •
105-107 Betty O'Brien, and Mary Dyer.

OCl ETY.

Fuller

Cobb - Davis
You’ll Need a New Bag

$3.98

OATMEAL

4.98

CLEANSING CREAM

COTTON

NIGHT GOWNS

NEW FALL MATERIALS

1

NEW “EXCELLA” PATTERNS

$1.69

SILK SLIPS

SIMPLICITY
PATTERNS

$1.50

$1.00 Yard

$1.29 Yard

ZjC yard and ZuC yard

“EXCELLA”

15c

15c 20c 25c

$1.00 Yard

AMAZING IN THE FACE
OF HIGHER PRICES—
NEW FALL HOSE

85c

HERE’S NEWS!

Every-Other-Day
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REMEMBER JOE KNOWLES?

AT KNOX ARBORETUM «Iorv was ,10t arraycd like one of

OAK GROVE

■ these.

_

.

.

_

_.

One of our number suggested that

Echoes or the Recent Held it would be very appropriate if we
TV... M- T.could set apart this little nook, sacred
Nude Man Of Maine Woods Now Lives In Washington
Day Mr. 1 urner s Deal- to
memory of our Friend end

State—Banquet Guest Here

THE

SCOPE

AND

PRESIDENT’S

PURPOSE

OF

THE

EMERGENCY

RE-EMPLOYMENT
CAMPAIGN
The President's Emergency Re-employment Campaign may be
described briefly as a plan to add from 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 persona
to the nation'* payrolls within the nett ait weeks or so, through
agreements made with the President of the United Statea by some
5,000,000 concerns or individuals employing two or more persons each.
In order that this number of jobs may be made available, it will
be necessary, of course, for employers in many cases to shorten work
ing hours. The plan also provides for certain minimum wage scales
which also in many cases will mean added labor costs for the employer.
The President’s Agreement, however, includes a pledge of coopera
tion from the consuming public, and it is thus anticipated that the
employer while undertaking a larger expense as the direct result of
his agreement with the President, will gain added patronage as tha
just reward of his public spirited attitude.
The fact also is to be borne in mind that where all employers act
together to put people back on their payrolls or to raise wages, no
employer, as the President himself has pointed out, “will iu ffer because
the relative level of competitive cost will advance by the same amount
/or all."
lt is to be understood that this plan is supplementary to the plan
•f rode adoption by various industrial and trade groups which has for
its purpose the elimination of unfair competition, the establishment of
more equable rewards for labor, the spread of employment and the
control of production. This plan for speeding business recovery,
launched under the provisions of the National Recovery Act passed
by the last Congress, is rapidly being made effective, and there will
be no let-up on the drive to make its adoption widespread.
The President's Emergency Re-employment plan will bridge time
and bring the nation out of the depression more rapidly than if the
code adoption plan were depended upon exclusively. The President's
Agreement also covers many business groups that would not be amen
able to any of the code arrangements.
And what is still more important, perhaps, the President's Emer
gency Re-employment campaign carries certain psychological values
that are as priceless as patriotism at this juncture of our economic
history. The President himself made this quite clear in his recent radio
address to the nation when he said: “On the basis of this simple prin
ciple of everybody doing things together, we are starting out on this
nationwide attack on unemployment. It will succeed if our people
understand il—in the big industries, in the little shops, in the great
cities and in the small villages. There is nothing complicated about it
and there is nothing particularly new in the principle. It goes back to
the basic idea of society, and of the Nation itself, that people acting
in a group can accomplish things which no individual acting alone
tould ever hope to bring about."
Thus we have all the power and potency of mass attack directed
along sound lines of organization and system. Here briefly, is an out
line of this organized attack on unemployment: In every community,
organizations are formed along military lines, which is fitting enough,
because the President's Emergency Re-employment campaign is Uncle
Sam's war on unemployment and the nation is rallying to the colors just
as loyally as though we were actually engaged in a war against •
foreign foe.
The local committee is made up of the active heads of the leading
business and civic organizations, and includes also the mayor. These
committees in the thousands of cities and towns throughout the country
were formed following telegrams and letters sent by General Johnson
lo the presidents of Chambers of Commerce or similar trade bodies in
every section of the United States. These local committees elect a gen
eral to have charge of the city campaign and a lieutenant general who
is a woman. The general selects three colonels, each of whom is to take
over a certain part of the campaign work. For example. Colonel No. 1
has charge of the "man power” or organization department. Under his
direction block-to-block canvasses will be made to check up on com
pliance with the President's Agreement, and to make a survey of the
unemployed, as to adaptability by experience as to trades and indus
tries and thus be able more readily to help in the processes of assimila
tion of labor by expanding industries. Colonel No. 2, briefly, has charge
of newspaper publicity and kindred activities; and Colonel No. 3 has
the training and direction of public speakers under his charge.
Each of these three colonels has seven or more majors on his staff,
and each major has about the same number of captains. Each captain
has seven or more field workers. All of the local organizations are, of
course, constantly supplied with educational and inspirational material
of all kinds from the National Recovery Administration in Washington.
Literally tons and tons of printed matter has been shipped to every
nook and corner of the country.
The N.R.A. emblem, known popularly as the Blue Eagle, is one of
the most interesting and vital features of the campaign. All employers
who sign the President’s Agreement are entitled to display the Blus
Eagle with the initials N.R.A. and the words “We Do Our Part.”
Merchants, manufacturers and all others who have the right to display
the insignia by reason of their having complied with the President’s
Agreement, are permitted to hang it on their walls, or in their windows,
©r on trucks and cars, and, if they so desire, to stamp it on their prod
ucts or merchandise. It is, in fact, the desire of the Recovery Admin
istration that all make liberal use of this badge of patriotism.
Any person in the United States who wishes to cooperate in the
President’s Emergency Re employment Campaign and be considered aa
a member of the N.R.A. may go to the authorized establishment in hia
locality and sign a statement of cooperation as follows:
“I will cooperate in re-employment by supporting and patron
ising employers and workers who are members of N.R.A."
Any such signer will then be given and may thereafter use the
insignia of consumer membership in N.R.A.
Every phase of the progress of this mighty campaign will be flashed
in the newspapers of the country and announced constantly over the
radio. In thia way everyone will be in a position to know just what the
campaign is doing from day to day in actually putting people back on
the payrolls and adding to the mass purchasing power of the country.
While, as has been stated, it is desired that liberal use ol the
insignia be made by employer and consumers, it is to be remembered
that the official N.R.A. emblem is the property of the United Statea
Government and may not be used or reproduced without authority of

the National Recovery Administration.
The lists of all employers who sign the President’s Agreement are
displayed in local post-offices and it is urged that all employers who
have not yet signed the agreement do so immediately and deliver them
to their local post-master.
With some minor exceptions, the terms of the President's Agree
ment with employers is, briefly, as follows: Any employer of a factory
or mechanical worker or artisan must not pay him less than 40 cents
an hour or work him more than 35 hours a week, except that if the
employer were paying less than 40 cents for that kind of work
on July 15 the employer can pay that rate now, but not less than JO
cents an hour. As to all other employes—those on a weekly rate—tha
employer will pay not less than $15 a week in a city of over 500,000
population; or $14.50 a week in cities of between 250,000 and 500,000;
or $14 a week in cities between 2,500 and 250,000 population; or $12.00
a week in cities of less than 2,500 population, and the employer agrees
not to work this class of workers more than 40 hours a week. As to
employes who were getting a higher wage, the employer must not
reduce their wages because of a reduction in their hours and he should
generally keep the usual pay differences as between the lower and the
higher paid employee. And after August 31, he must not work children
tinder 16 years of age. There are, of course, some other rules which
apply to special cases, but the terms of the agreement as here outlined

cover the large bulk of cases.
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QUAKER

SCHOOL

FOR

GIRLS

NOTED for its success in developing schol
arship and personality. Oak Grove attracts
students from the best homes in all parts of
New England as well as distant states.
Expert teachers take a vital interest in
progress of each girl. Original self-govern
ment project develops character. Recent
graduates enrolled in over thirty different
colleges and professional schools. Advanced
work fos High School graduates.
Exceptional advantages in Music. Art, Dra
matics and Physical Education. Horseback
riding. Separate Junior Department for lim
ited number in Seventh and Eighth Grades.
Beautiful new fire-proof dormitory. Spa
cious gymnasium. Tennis courts and athletic
fields. Riding Ring. Glee Club. Orchestra.

Recalling the pleasure derived by of this fine rustic seat of concrete and
Twenty years ago Joe Knowles, i off and on. until he was nineteen' 100 nature lovers who attended the field-stone constructed by our devot
ed Curator Norman Lermond. assist
. 1 native of Maine, clothesless. fcodlc<. joined the navy; and by the time he
weaponless went Into the Maine | dr'erted. had been to Europe. Africa recent annual field day at Knox Ar ed by the contribution of those who
woods to prove that man could ex-1 Asia. We t Indies. South and Central boretum. the promoters are anxious had known and loved her.
In Nature Study as in other phases
1st and survive with the resources America. Subsequently obtained an that a few more words should be said
of scientific research is it not pos
Nature gave him unaided by any honorable discharge
about
It
For
instance
there
was
sible that we become so absorbed in
of the contrivances of man.
Sailed Huron Superior and other
At the end of the specified period fresh water lakes. Back t.t Maine State Librarian Dunnacks reply to the pursuit of knowledge that we fail
to push back until we have come to,
he emerged from the woods and a a big game guide. Through all the address of welcome. He said:
from hls venture in triumph He had these years Knowles had nursed hls "We are grateful for your welcome enter into fellowship with Him
Complrlt modern Department of Secretarial
much the appearance of primitive ambition to draw and paint. Fol to the Knox Academy of Arts and whose hands have formed the object
Science for ambitlout, capable Poai-Graduatea
man and he had proved that man lowing his Maine guiding, he opened
of our study.
'
Otfim Open Dally - Visitors Always Welcome
Sciences.
Under
the
care
of
your
' can live for 80 days on what the a studio ln Boston. From 1907 to
The Psalmist from the hillsides of
Principal*: Mr. i Mrs. Robert E.Owen
forest provides and escape harm. 1910 he wrote and drew for the Bos society we find an arboretum, bird Old Judea had learned to gaze
Box
417
Vassalboro, Maine
The following year he performed the ton Pc t. Free lanced from 1910 to _________
__
_garden and mu heavenward and behold the beauty of
sanctuary, botanic
same stunt at the other end of the 1912 Magazine covers, ll'.hographed scum. Here is a State institution tor the Starry Hosts until the spirit of
country, in t.he forests of Oregon
calendars.
their c^ator
Joe Knowles had a place on the
In 1913 came the test in the Maine research work ln the natural. sciences;
' , him and he learned to sing.
MRS. ELLEN CUSHMAN
front pages of all the papers. His woods. Prof. Dudley A. Sargent of for the education of student s and ,>The Heavens declare the glory of in the library all day long—copying |
exploits were featured in b'g head Harvard co-operated cn th'? affair teachers in nature study: for the ln- Oo(j antj the firmament showeth His in colors the beautiful tree snails I
Mrs. Ellen E. Cushman, widow of
lines. On many bookshelves in Amidst much excitement on the part
Frank Cushman died at her
Maine is a volume. “A’one in the cf the press and t.he populace struction ot school children In the handiwork"
■ Wilderness." narrating his experi- Knowles doffed his gat ments and wonders .ind eau
0 na ure* 01 appropriaie memorial not only to the Center Nature Club and Mias Nelson homeearly Sundaymorning, the end
’ m?nt in the Maine woods. Whether plunged into the Dead river country. tne protection o \\ 1
1 e.
memory of Mrs. Sarah Rideout Ab- of Livermore remained over night in camingsuddenly and peacefully after
it 1s ever read now we do not know. 60 miles below the Canadian border
"Paginating is the story of the
bu( tQ the splritual enrichment the Wilson tourist camp at Walker's gn
of gevfral mon(hs '
It lcoked as though Knowles had
Then he wrote a book. “Alone In founding of this Institution, because 0( an wh0 may come to visit this Coiner, anu were on hand early
made the fame and fortune from this , the Wilderness." Appeared at east
The deceased, born July 25. 1843,
tells of a dream of Norman W Ler-sacred spot, that they may find here Thursday morning.
The concholoadventure which he had never mad? ern theatres Lectured. In 1914 he lt
mondTw-hicbi came to hta mo7e th«t ^opportunity for comtnumon wtth gists spent Ute day studying and was the elder daughter of the late
from his regular vocation of paint came out to the Siskiyous of Oregon
Harvey and Lucy Foster Barnes of
30 years ago, a dream that is coming .Him, who has inscribed His Auto- naming shells,
ing pictures.
and again did a nature in the raw
Rockville where she spent her girl
Affr that sensation died down.
Happy from the headlines, the ap- true every day. Here is 100 acres, the i graph In silvery lines across the eveUNION
Knowles Just dropped out of sight p'.au'e? Not particularly. He want gift of Mr. Lermond; here is a mar- j ning sky, and in the flaming sun of
hood until her marriage to Capt.
It is doubtful If a dozen Maine ed to get back to his art. In 1917 veious collection of birds, marine, noonday, and in the play of tiie great
Miss Thelma Darrock of Cam- Cushman, since which time Rockland
peop'.? today know where he is or came an opportunity t.i escort a fresh water and land shells, butter- deep on the rock bound shores of our bridge, Mass.. who is at her sum
what he is doing. Therefore it. is of group of Portland Bov Scouts to the flies, moths and beetles, dried and \ New England Coast.
mer home in Jefferson was a week- had been her home. A woman of
interest to re-di'eover him through North Beach peninsula. Knowles pressed plants, rocks and minerals; I To this great end and in sacred end visitor with Miss Thelma Watts, noble character and deeply interested
Edward M. Miller, a writer in t.he took it. War broke out and he was here are specimen trees, shrubs andremembrance of our beloved teacher
Warren Reynolds spent Sunday at I in world events, she was ever an in
Portland Oregonian and know that asked to become a deputy sheriff vines. Mr. Lermond and hls friends alu; friend, we now dedicate this
the home of Luke Barker. ; Questing companion among friends
he is well and happy. Mr. Miller He did that. too. Then he built a have collected here, in this Arbore- simple memorial.
Miss Lida Messer has returned to1 * . ,
,
.
, ,
writes;
: house. He painted. Now he Just turn. Garden and Museum, exhibits
.• . .
York Harbor after being called home '#,ld ln no p ace was shc more det|> y
Pew men. today, are happier than paints and does etchings.
of priceless value
which furnish a Mr. Lermond adds to the above by the Illness of her nephew Millard j,oved than ln her fa,nlly' slle is
Joe Knowles.
He hasn't much
Best known of his works are the rare opportunity for the education of j these paragraphs:
Watts.
survived by one son, Capt. John F.
money now. He seldom breaks into murals in the Monticello hotel at all who may find their way to this
“Already pilgrims are coming from
William Davies of Massachusetts |Cushman of Philadelphia; and two
print. He gives no lectures, and he Longview, a pictorial record of the lovely garden on the old St George's ' far and near to visit this shrine was calling on friends In town over I daughters,Miss Castera Cushman of
no longer lends a thrill to gaping West. His work is bold of stroke.
River. There ls no better place to |Monday Mr. and Mrs Walter V. the holiday.
Rockville and Mrs. Theresa H. Milcrowds. Joe Knowles is happy. He 1 yet soft of color and ls pleasing.
observe Maine In her sweetest aspects, i Wentworth of Old Town, daughter I Miss Mary
Hills ls visiting Miss ! lett. who has resided with her
resides today in a modest cottage
Today Mr. Knowles is cordial of
“We come today to observe and to and two lady friends, were appreci- 'Viola Hall foran indefinite time.
I mother.
overlooking the surf of North Beach greeting. He bears himself as does
recognize your gathered glories; we [ative visitors, depositing $5 toward
peninsula, southwestern Washing- the man content.
.' ton.
“And why did you happen to pick trust we shall go away with a deeper . the Memorial Fund.
while looking over the collections j
Word had come that Joe Knowles out the North Beach, and why do | appreciation of your dream and its
realization.”
j in the museum. Mr. Wentworth re- j
was happy, was content with his lot. you stay here?”
So we drove down there, the other
!marked: 'The State needs Just such
"Well, I’ll tell you" said Joe
In connection with the field day I an institution and the money should [
day to And why he had selected the j Knowles as he leaned himself
North Beaches as his home, and to againsv a sprawling driftwood stump occurred the dedication of a Memo- I be forthcoming to finish the building
discover his recipe for the life that ‘It's peaceful here. Ncbodv is my rial to Mrs Sarah Rideout Abbott
"And now is thc time to build when
is perfect.
boss. I don't boss anybody. I do who was one of Maine's best known so many men are out of work,
Joe Knowles and his several thou as I please, work when I please. We nature lovers and teachers. The
"Your correspondent, failing to at- ■
sand resident companions reside on don't have much money but we don't dedicatory address was by Rev j tend the second day, discouraged
on concrete roads
a long narrow peninsula known as want much. Enough seems to come Charles W. Turner, now of Newport, doubtless by a few drops of rain, took
North Beach, or Long Beach. Most in from paintings. That's the rea N. H.. who said:
than on macadam.
it for granted that no one else at- ,
notable tourist attraction is the ex son, a person has his freedom.”
• • • •
tended and that the meeting was '
•
•
•
•
cellent beach, some thirty miles
Off course you want
In a cavern by the sea we stood one postponed. Not so! A party of artlong. Skirting the east side of the
The foregoing article, which ap day. while a Master of the mysteries ists returned from Bcothbay Harbor,
peninsula is Shoalwater bay. home peared in the Lewiston Saturday of the Great Deep rolled back the bringing their lunches and painting
Concrete.
of thriving oysters, and to the west Journal will have much interest for curtain that veiled for duller eyes ' —
—-----------------------------is the Columbia river and the peace ; local readers because of the fact the glories of the darkened pools of
FOR FURTHER IN
ful Pacific. Thus the peninsula is that Knowles, shortly after emerg water* left by the receding tide. As
FORMATION WRITE
essentially aquatic in interests and ing from the Maine woeds, was
THE CEMENT SERV
industries. Oystering. fishing, clam guest of honor at a complimentary that little group of people stood there
ICE MAN. CARE OF:
ming, crabbing, cranberrying a bit banquet at the Narranganset.t Hotel, and heard the story of the micro
of farming, and touristing.
and the writer of these lines sat be scopic forms of life that dwelt in
ortland
ement
ssociation
these silent pools of water, that old
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Knowles Uve side him while it was in progress.
347 Madison Ave., New York City
wui
at the very brink of the beach.
Everybody knows that there was a cavern was transformed into a
Cathedral,
and
the
Ancient
Word
Storm waves break into their living very heated controversy as to
. rooms. What's a Utile sea water whether Knowles' back to nature uttered by the Oreat Teacher found
to a man with a career like that of stunt was a genuine affair or a new fulfillment.
"Where two or three are gathered
'hoax. R:;kland joined 'Very seriJoe Knowles?
Born in Maine. Fridav the 13th. I ously in the debate and some fami together In my name, there am I in
1869: at twelve years ran away to a lies weie temporarily divided by the the midst"
On another occasion, we climbed up
windjammer; foUowed saiUng ships i intensity of discussion.
the mountainside and there, on?
skilled in the art of reading God's
WET IN WASHINGTON
DARK HARBOR BOATS
message, as inscribed in the rocks,
New All-Time Record For Arrests opened our eyes to behold the ancient
Islesboro Has Another Spe According To a Hearst News markings left by the waters which
now thundered on a new shore line
paper
cial Town Meeting, But No
half a mile away.
The Hears:, metropolitan papers Then, one day. a similar group gath
Conclusion Reached
have never been accused of dry ered here in the Knox Arboretum,
The special town meeting in Isles leanings. The Washington Times, a under the shade of the great trees,
Hearrt paper, in the issue of June while the hand of one whom we honor
boro to see what action the town will 19. had this tc say concerning drink today, spread upon a little table a
take on establishing a steamboat ing:
group of the little folk who for a
“Station houses and police courts brief day. make their home among
service between Dark Harbor and
Rockland in connection with Main- in tSt District ot Columbia were the leaves and ferns and mosses of
Central trains during the summer Jammed today when a new all-time this beautiful spot.
Some of us had wandered about
season of 1934, left the project almost record for arrests was rolled up over
these trails and under the shadow of
as much in the air as it was before. the weekend.
"More than 500 Washington citi these great trees catching a glimpse
Townspeople and summer residents
attended in unusual numbers, but zens found themrelves in custody. of one here and another there as we
the sole result was that the matter Of this number. 211 were charged hurried along with dull eyes anti cur
The records tained ears. But that day. our Friend
was left In the hands of Islesboro's with drunkenness
show that for 24 hours ending a*. 8
selectmen, to investigate and learn o'clock this morning. 84 persons were and Teacher had slipped away from
what can be done to provide trans Iccked up for Imbibing too much, the larger group, and had called lov
portation. their report to be made at whir? for the previous period 127 ingly to her little friends ln the wood,
a meeting to be held later.
who had drunk not wisely but too and one after another they had re
sponded to her appeal, the appeal of
Practically all summer residents well landed ln 'durance vile’."
advocate boat service between the
Conditions In the capital must be one who knew them by name, until
two points named, suggesting that the alarming to induce a news item like her little basket was soon filled.
town cither buy or subsidize a boat this to appear In a wet newspaper. Then in garments of white and gold,
for the purpose. Among those who What has gone wrong? The con j blue and orange and brown, she ar
spoke in favor of this project were gress assured us by a substantial ranged them on the little table before
Frederic R. Kellogg. Mrs John Turner majority vote that 3 2 Is not Intoxi i us—these members of the Fungus
Atterbury, George Lewis, Miss Maria cating. Evidently beer as a means , Family.
Chapin, Mrs. Oustav Kissel and Miss for reducing drunkenness is making
Then, in a silence in which even
| Dorothy Forbes. George Tiffany also a worse job of it than prohibition,
declared himself In favor of connec according to the Washington Times. the birds seemed to cease their singtion with trains, but favors Camden Beer ls not the cure for drunken ! ing. she held aloft a twig of splrea
with its delicate heaven pointing
The W.C.T.U.
as the point of contact on the main ness.
spire, like the little white •spires
land. Year around residents had
matter and this summer Dark Harbor I among "The Templed Hills Of Old
little to say on the subject.
At the regular town meeting last has been without train connections New England," and with a bit of a
March the registered voters tabled a except by motorboat to Camden, j poem she'lifted our thought into the
; presence of Him Who first created
measure asking for action on this thence by bus to Rockland.
beauty, and called it very good
Then, when the atmosphere had beer,
prepared, she picked up her little
woodland friends, and like some de
vout soul with a Rosary, she named
them one by one
It was like coming back again to
That zounds like a mighty hlg
meters the ol, so that 95% air Is
thermostat—and sit back.
the old home, when the family album
statement... but we’re prepared
used to only 5% oil, at all times!
Don’t put off the comfort,
was taken down and Mother passed
to show you! Come in and we'll
That is real oil burner econo
convenience and economy ol
from page to page, calling each dear
remembered face by name, pausing
prove everything we claim for
my. But even Delco Heat’s first
Delco Heat. If you’ve already
here and there to relate some bit of
Delco Heat.
cost is gratifyingly low.
laid in your fuel supply, we’ll
fragrant memory associated with
Delco Heat’s amazing economy
And Delco Heat ts so com
take It off your hands and ex
those, "Loved long since, and lost
is due to the “Delco Fuel Con
pletely automatic. So quiet. So
change it for fuel oil!
awhile,” until somehow the old Ar
trol.” This Is an ingenious in
clean. So sturdily built. So simple
So now—there’s not a single
boretum
was
transfigured,
and
we
IS A MOST PROFITABLE FARM INVESTMENT
vention resulting from General
. . . only one moving part! After
reason left why you shouldn't
stood like pilgrims of long ago tn the
Motors’ years of experience In
our factory-trained mechanics
come in and see Delco Heat
midst of those First Temples, while
Twenty-eight Good reasons too! It is the easiest—the fastest—the
carburetion develop
gieatest value inerta'ing Manure Spreader; 25 other equally good
this queenly Priestess of another day.
install Delco Heat,
demonstrated, is there? Or mall
reasons. Write right away for our illustrated folder showing the
kindled the altar fires, and burned
ment. It accurately
you simply set the
the coupon. Today?
simple and satisfactory way this Manure Spreader does a man
sweet incense whose fragrance was
size Job economically. It assures SOIL fertility—the foundation of
wafted heavenward.
increasing farm profits.
Then we understood the secret of
her grip upon the minds and hearts
PRICES IN KEEPING WITH THE TIMES
of all who knew her and were asso
ciated with her. It was Just a year
or two later after our Friend had
slipped down a bypath of Our
■oZ (jenera$ /l/otare l/aftue^
Father's Garden, that a few of us
Copyrlsht ISM hr
wandered along these trails again,
Delco|Appl lanes Corporation
You are invited to the Delco Heat exhibit, General
and when we reached this iovclv spot,
for (verv need. Merchandise of the best quality at a new low price.
Motors Building, Century of Progress Exposition,
our Curator called attention to a little
Chicago
Write or call for complete 172 page free catalog. You will find it a
Cedar of Lebanon whicn he had re
greater pleasure than ever to trade with
ceived from the Land made sacred by
5133
“That Great Teacher and Lover of
Nature," who, two thousand years
FARM, DAIRY and POULTRY 6VFFlIT» ~ 5TEP5 ,
ago had stood before a little group of
492 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 260-W
Galilean fishermen, and plucking a
wayside flower had made that won
MAIL TO NEAREST DEALER LISTED ABOVE
derful pronouncement—”
PI. t send all details about the new Delco Heat.
rtDCRAL ond TCMPt-L STS.,
PORTLAND
MAIMS.
"Behold the lilies of the field, they
Nsitne...................................................................................................Address.
toll not, neither do they spin, but I
say unto you that Solomon in all his
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